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Farewell

It was way back in 1992 that Rakesh Agrawal, then the TCDE Chair, appointed me as Editor-in-Chief of the Data Engineering Bulletin. At the time, I saw it as a great opportunity. But it did not occur to me that it would become such an enormous part of my career. Now, 26 years later, it is time, perhaps past time, for me to pass this position on to younger hands, in this case to the capable hands of Haixun Wang. It should not come as a surprise that I am stepping down. Rather, the surprise should be “why did I stay so long?” This message is a combination of answer to that question and historical sketch of my time as EIC. These are not unrelated.

When I first became EIC, the Bulletin had already established a reputation as an industry and engineering focused publication, each issue of which was on a special topic. Won Kim, my predecessor, had very capably established that publication model. Papers are solicited by each issue editor, with the editor selecting which authors to invite. The papers are a mix of work in progress, position statements, surveys, etc. But all focused on the special topic. I was determined not to screw this up. Indeed, I accepted the EIC appointment because I believed that the role that the Bulletin played is unique in our database community. I stayed so long because I still believe that.

Over the years, the Bulletin went through several major changes. As early as 1993, the Bulletin could be accessed online as well as via print subscription. This was a major transition. Mark Tuttle, then a colleague of mine in Digital (DEC) Cambridge Research Lab designed the latex style files that enabled this. Shortly thereafter, to economize on costs, the Bulletin became one of the earliest all electronic publications in our field. In 1995, hosting the Bulletin web site was provided by Microsoft- continuing until three years ago. Around 2010, the IEEE Computer Society became the primary host for the Bulletin. Around 2000, at the suggestion (prodding) of Toby Lehman, individual articles in addition to complete issues were served from the Bulletin web sites. Over this time, the style files and my procedures for generating the Bulletin evolved as well. Mark Tuttle again, and S. Sudarshan, who had been a Bulletin editor, provided help in evolving procedures used to generate the Bulletin and its individual articles.

The Computer Society, and specifically staff members John Daniel, Carrie Clark Walsh, and Brookes Little, provided a TCDE email membership list used to distribute issue announcements, as well as helping in myriad other ways. The existence of dbworld (one of Raghu Ramakrishnan enduring contributions) enabled wider announcement distribution to our database community. The cooperation of Michael Ley with the prompt indexing of the Bulletin at dblp both ensured wider readership and provided an incentive for authors to contribute. Over the years, I was given great support by TCDE Chairs, starting with Rakesh Agrawal, then Betty Salzberg, Erich Neuhold, Paul Larson, Kyu-Young Whang, and Xiaofang Zhou.

The most important part of being Bulletin EIC was the chance to work with truly distinguished members of the database community. It was enormously gratifying to have stars of our field (including eight Codd Award winners- so far) serving as editors. I take pride in appointing several of them as editors prior to their wider recognition. It is the editors that deserve the credit for producing, over the years, a treasure trove of special issues on technologies that are central to our data engineering field. Superlative editors, and their success in recruiting outstanding authors, is the most important part of the Bulletin’s success. Successfully convincing them to serve as editors is my greatest source of pride in the role I played as Bulletin EIC.

Now I am happy to welcome Haixun to this wonderful opportunity. Haixun’s background includes outstanding successes in both research and industry. He recently served ably as a Bulletin associate editor for issues on “Text, Knowledge and Database” and “Graph Data Processing”. His background and prior editorial experience will serve our data engineering community well and ensure the ongoing success of the Bulletin. I wish him and the Bulletin all the best.

And so “farewell”. I will always treasure having served as Bulletin EIC for so many years. It was a rare privilege that few are given. Knowing that we were reaching you with articles that you found valuable is what
has made the effort so rewarding to me personally. Thank you all for being loyal readers of the Bulletin.

David Lomet
Microsoft Corporation
Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

Thank You, David!

I know I represent the readers, the associate editors, and also the broad database community when I say we are extremely grateful to David Lomet for his distinguished and dedicated service as the Editor-in-Chief of the Data Engineering Bulletin for the last 26 years.

Since its launch in 1977, the Bulletin has produced a total of 154 issues. Reading through the topics of the past issues that spanned more than four decades makes me feel nothing short of amazing. They show not just how far the database research has come, but to a certain extent, how much the entire field of computer science and the IT industry have evolved. While important topics never fail to arise in the Bulletin in a timely fashion, it is also interesting to observe in the 154 issues many recurring topics, including query optimization, spatial and temporal data management, data integration, etc. It proves that the database research has a solid foundation that supports many new applications, and at the same time, it demonstrates that the database research is constantly reinventing itself to meet the challenges of the time. What the Bulletin has faithfully documented over the last 42 years is nothing else but this amazing effort.

Among the 154 issues since the launch of the Bulletin, David had been the Editor-in-Chief for 103 of them. This itself is a phenomenal record worth an extra-special celebration. But more importantly, David shaped the discussions and the topics in the long history of the Bulletin. I had the honor to work with David in 2016 and 2017 when I served as the associate editor for two Bulletin issues. What was most appealing to me was the opportunity of working with the top experts on a topic that I am passionate about. The Bulletin is truly unique in this aspect.

I understand the responsibility and the expectation of the Editor-in-Chief, especially after David set such a great example in the last 26 years. I thank David and the associate editors for their trust, and I look forward to working with authors, readers, and the database community on the future issues of the Data Engineering Bulletin.

The Current Issue

Machine learning is changing the world. From time to time, we are amazed at what a few dozen lines of python code can achieve (e.g., using PyTorch, we can create a simple GAN in under 50 lines of code). However, for many real-life machine learning tasks, the challenges lie beyond the dozen lines of code that construct a neural network architecture. For example, hyperparameter tuning is still considered a “dark art,” and having a platform that supports parallel tuning is important for training a model effectively and efficiently. Model training is just one component in the life cycle of creating a machine learning solution. Every component, ranging from data preprocessing to inferencing, requires just as much support on the system and infrastructure level.

Joseph Gonzalez put together an exciting issue on the life cycle of machine learning. The papers he selected focus on systems that help manage the process of machine learning or resources used in machine learning. They highlight the importance of building such supporting systems, especially for production machine learning platforms.

Haixun Wang
WeWork Corporation
Letter from the Special Issue Editor

Machine learning is rapidly maturing into an engineering discipline at the center of a growing range of applications. This widespread adoption of machine learning techniques presents new challenges around the management of the data, code, models, and their relationship throughout the machine learning life-cycle. In this special issue, we have solicited work from both academic and industrial leaders who are exploring how data engineering techniques can be used to address the challenges of the machine learning life-cycle.

![Machine Learning Life-cycle](image)

Figure 1: **Machine Learning Life-cycle.** A simplified depiction of the key stages of a machine learning application.

The machine learning life-cycle (Fig. 1) spans not only the model development but also production training and inference. Each stage demands different skills (e.g., neural network design, data management, and cluster management) and imposes different requirements on the underlying systems. Yet there is an overwhelming need for unifying design principles and technologies to address pervasive problems including feature management, data provenance, pipeline reproducibility, low-latency serving, and prediction monitoring just to name a few.

There has been a flurry of recent progress in systems to aid in managing the machine learning life-cycle. Large industrial projects like FB Learner Flow from Facebook, Michelangelo from Uber, and TFX from Google have received considerable recent attention. In this issue, we have solicited papers from several recent industrial and academic projects that have received slightly less attention.

The first paper provides an overview of several real-world use cases and then outlines the key conceptual, data management, and engineering challenges faced in production machine learning systems. The second and third papers explores the challenges of model management and provenance across the machine learning life-cycle. They motivate the need for systems to track models and their meta-data to improve reproducibility, collaboration, and governance. The second paper introduces, ModelDB, an open-source system for model management and describe some of the functionality and design decisions. The third paper describes a related system, ProvDB, that uses a graph data model to capture and query fine-grained versioned lineage of data, scripts, and artifacts throughout the data analysis process. The fourth paper describes, MLFlow, a new open-source system to address the challenges of experimentation, reproducibility, and deployment. This work leverages containerization to capture the model development environment and a simple tracking API to enable experiment tracking. The fifth paper focuses on inference and explores the challenges and opportunities of serving white-box prediction pipelines. Finally, we solicited a summary of the recent Common Modeling Infrastructure (CMI) workshop at KDD 2018, which provides a summary of the keynotes and contributed talks.

The work covered here is only a small sample of the emerging space of machine learning life-cycle management systems. We anticipate that this will be a growing area of interest for the data engineering community.

Joseph E. Gonzalez
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, CA
On Challenges in Machine Learning Model Management

Sebastian Schelter, Felix Biessmann, Tim Januschowski, David Salinas, Stephan Seufert, Gyuri Szarvas
{sseb,biessman,tjnsch,dsalina,seufert,szarvasg}@amazon.com
Amazon Research

Abstract

The training, maintenance, deployment, monitoring, organization and documentation of machine learning (ML) models – in short model management – is a critical task in virtually all production ML use cases. Wrong model management decisions can lead to poor performance of a ML system and can result in high maintenance cost. As both research on infrastructure as well as on algorithms is quickly evolving, there is a lack of understanding of challenges and best practices for ML model management. Therefore, this field is receiving increased attention in recent years, both from the data management as well as from the ML community. In this paper, we discuss a selection of ML use cases, develop an overview over conceptual, engineering, and data-processing related challenges arising in the management of the corresponding ML models, and point out future research directions.

1 Introduction

Software systems that learn from data are being deployed in increasing numbers in industrial application scenarios. Managing these machine learning (ML) systems and the models which they apply imposes additional challenges beyond those of traditional software systems [18, 26, 10]. In contrast to textbook ML scenarios (e.g., building a classifier over a single table input dataset), real-world ML applications are often much more complex, e.g., they require feature generation from multiple input sources, may build ensembles from different models, and frequently target hard-to-optimize business metrics. Many of the resulting challenges caught the interest of the data management research community only recently, e.g., the efficient serving of ML models, the validation of ML models, or machine learning-specific problems in data integration. A major issue is that the behavior of ML systems depends on the data ingested, which can change due to different user behavior, errors in upstream data pipelines, or adversarial attacks to name just some examples [3]. As a consequence, algorithmic and system-specific challenges can often not be disentangled in complex ML applications. Many decisions for designing systems that manage ML models require a deep understanding of ML algorithms and the consequences for the corresponding system. For instance, it can be difficult to appreciate the effort of turning raw data from multiple sources into a numerical format that can be consumed by specific ML models – yet this is one of the most tedious and time consuming tasks in the context of ML systems [32].

In this paper, we introduce a set of intricate use cases in Section 2, and elaborate on the corresponding general challenges with respect to model management. We discuss conceptual challenges in Section 3.1, e.g.,
how to exactly define the model to manage [35], how to validate the predictions of a model both before and after deployment [3], and how to decide when to retrain a model. Next, we elaborate on data-management related challenges in Section 3.2. These evolve around the fact that ML models are part of larger ML pipelines, which contain the corresponding feature transformations and related metadata [31, 34]. Efficient model management requires us to be able to capture and query the semantics, metadata and lineage of such pipelines [37, 27, 36]. Unfortunately, this turns out to be a tough problem as there is no declarative abstraction for ML pipelines that applies to all ML scenarios. Finally, we list a set of engineering-related challenges, which originate from a lack of agreed-upon best practices as well as from the difficulties of building complex systems based on components in different programming languages (Section 3.3).

2 Selected Use Cases

Time Series Forecasting. Large-scale time series prediction or forecasting problems have received attention from the ML, statistics and econometrics community. The problem of forecasting the future values of a time series arises in numerous scientific fields and commercial applications. In retail, an accurate forecast of product demand can result in significant cost reductions through optimal inventory management and allocation. In modern applications, many time series need to be forecasted for simultaneously. Classical forecasting techniques, such as ARIMA models [7], or exponential smoothing and its state-space formulation [14] train a single model per time series. Since these approaches are typically fast to train [33, 15], it is possible to retrain the models every time a new forecast needs to be generated. In theory, this would mean that little to no management of the resulting models is required; however, the practice very often differs significantly. While classical forecasting models excel when time series are well-behaved (e.g., when they are regular, have sufficiently long history, are non-sparse), they struggle with many characteristics commonly encountered in real-world use cases such as cold-starts (new products), intermittent time series and short life cycles [30]. Such complications require models that can transfer information across time series. Even for well-behaved time series, we may often want to be able to learn certain effects (e.g., the promotional uplift in sales) across a number of products. Therefore, forecasting systems in the real-world become quite complex even if the classical models at its core are simple [6].

Maintaining, managing, and improving the required ML pipelines in such systems is a non-trivial challenge – not only in production environments which may require complex ensembles of many simple models, but especially in experimental settings when different individual models are evaluated on different time series. We found that a natural alternative to such complex ensembles of simple models is end-to-end learning via deep learning models for forecasting [11]. Neural forecasting models have the ability to learn complex patterns across time series. They make use of rich metadata without requiring significant manual feature engineering effort [13], and therefore generalize well to different forecasting use cases. Modern, general-purpose implementations of neural forecasting models are available in cloud ML services such as AWS SageMaker [17]. However, when such neural forecasting models are deployed in long-running applications, careful management of the resulting models is still a major challenge, e.g., in order to maintain backwards compatibility of the produced models.

Missing Value Imputation. Very often, ML is leveraged to automatically fix data quality problems. A prominent issue in this context are missing values. A scenario in which missing values are problematic are product catalogs of online retailers. Product data needs to be complete and accurate, otherwise products would not be found by customers. Yet in many cases, product attributes may not be entered by sellers, or they might apply a different schema and semantic, which results in conflicting data that would need to be discarded. Manually curating this data does not scale, hence automatic solutions leveraging ML technology are a promising option for ensuring high data quality standards. While there are many approaches dealing with missing values, most of these methods are designed for matrices only. In many real-world use cases however, data is not available in numeric formats but rather in text form, as categorical or boolean values, or even as images. Hence most datasets
must undergo a feature extraction process that renders the data amenable to imputation. Such feature extraction code can be difficult to maintain, and not every data engineer that is facing missing values in a data pipeline will necessarily be able to implement or adapt such code. This is why implementing the feature extraction steps and the imputation algorithms in one single pipeline (that is learned end-to-end) greatly simplifies model management [4] for end users. An end-to-end imputation model that uses hyperparameter optimization to automatically perform model selection and parameter tuning can be applied and maintained by data engineers without in depth understanding of all algorithms used for feature extraction and imputation.

Content Moderation. Another broad set of ML-related tasks can be summarized under the umbrella of content moderation. There is a wide range of such use cases, some simple in their nature (e.g., the detection of swear words in content), while others are more complex, e.g., the detection of fake news, or the detection of copyright infringement in music or video. As an example, we focus onto user comments in online communities [24]. Before publishing user provided content, moderation might take place, often via a mixture of ML methods and human curators. Common tasks are to mark content which contains inappropriate language or does not adhere to a community standard. Such moderation consists of offline training of models using manually labelled data. However, during the production usage of such models, we need to constantly monitor the model accuracy. A typical approach looks as follows: content that can be classified with high accuracy by automated models does not require a human interaction. However, content for which the model output is inconclusive (for this, probabilistic classifiers are of utmost importance) are directly passed to human annotators. This data can then be used to re-train the model online in an active learning setting. Depending on their overall capacity, we can also randomly select sample content that was classified with high probability. Periodically, we should also select and relabel a completely random subset of the incoming content. In this way, we constantly update the model and improve its performance.

Automating Model Metadata Tracking. An orthogonal data management use case of great importance in all ML applications is tracking the metadata and lineage of ML models and pipelines. When developing and productionizing ML models, a major proportion of the time is spent on conducting model selection experiments, which consist of training and tuning models and their corresponding features [29, 6, 18, 26, 40, 3]. Typically, data scientists conduct this experimentation in their own ad-hoc style without a standardized way of storing and managing the resulting experimentation data and artifacts. As a consequence, the models resulting from these experiments are often not comparable, since there is no standard way to determine whether two models had been trained on the same input data. It is often technically difficult to reproduce successful experiments later in time. To address the aforementioned issues and assist data scientists in their daily tasks, we built a lightweight system for handling the metadata of ML experiments [27]. This system allows for managing the metadata (e.g., Who created the model at what time? Which hyperparameters were used? What feature transformations have been applied?) and lineage (e.g., Which dataset was the model derived from? Which dataset was used for computing the evaluation data?) of produced artifacts, and provides an entry point for querying the persisted metadata. Such a system enables regular automated comparisons of models in development to older models, and thereby provides a starting point for quantifying the accuracy improvements that teams achieve over time towards a specific ML goal. The resulting database of experiments and outcomes can furthermore be leveraged later for accelerating meta learning tasks [12].

3 Model Management Challenges

The aforementioned use cases lead to a number of challenges that we discuss in the following subsections. We categorize the challenges broadly into three categories: (i) conceptual challenges, involving questions such
as what is part of a model, (ii) data management challenges, which relate to questions about the abstractions used in ML pipelines and (iii) engineering challenges, such as building systems using different languages and specialized hardware.

3.1 Conceptual Challenges

Machine Learning Model Definition. It is surprisingly difficult to define the actual model to manage. In the most narrow sense, we could consider the model parameters obtained after training (e.g., the weights of a logistic regression model) to be the model to manage. However, input data needs to be transformed into the features expected by the model. These corresponding feature transformations are an important part of the model that needs to be managed as well. Therefore, many libraries manage ML pipelines [25, 22] which combine feature transformations and the actual ML model in a single abstraction. There are already established systems for tracking and storing models which allow to associate feature transformations with model parameters [35, 37, 27]. Due to the i.i.d.-assumption inherent in many ML algorithms, models additionally contain implicit assumptions on the distribution of the data on which they are applied later. Violations of these assumptions (e.g., covariate shift in the data) can lead to decreases in prediction quality. Capturing and managing these implicit assumptions is tricky however, and systematic approaches are in the focus of recent research [3, 16, 28]. A further distinction from a systems perspective is whether the model is considered to be a ‘black-box’ with defined inputs and outputs (e.g., a docker image with a REST-API or a scikit-learn pipeline with transformers and estimators) or whether the model is presented in declarative form comprised of operations with known semantics (e.g., the computational graph of a neural network). Even along these outlined dimensions, the heterogeneity of ML models and the complexity of many real-world ML applications render the definition of ML models difficult. For example: How should one handle combinations of models (e.g., in ensembles when models from different languages or libraries are combined, or when an imputation model is part of the preprocessing logic of another model) or meta-models, e.g., meta-learning algorithms or neural architecture searches.

Model Validation. The ability to back-test the accuracy of models over time is crucial in many real-world usages of ML. Models evolve continuously as data changes, methods improve or software dependencies change. Every time such a change occurs, model performance must be re-validated. These validations introduce a number of challenges and pitfalls: When we compare the performance of ML models, we must ensure that the models have been trained and evaluated using the same training, test and validation set. Additionally, it is crucial that the same code for evaluating metrics is used throughout time and across different models to be able to guarantee comparability. The more experiments we conduct however, the more we risk to overfit on the test or validation data. A further practical problem in backtesting comes from long-running experiments and complex interactions between pipelines of models. A change in backtesting results is often hard to attribute to specific code and configuration changes. Furthermore, in long-existing, highly-tuned ML systems, it is unlikely that the overall accuracy improves significantly. Usually, a new model introduces an improvement but this improvement comes at some cost (such as longer prediction times), which makes wrapping-up release candidates challenging. Specific domains introduce additional challenges. For instance, the train/validation/test split that is required in virtually all ML evaluations is often conducted by randomly partitioning an initial dataset into given proportions, such as 80%, 10% and 10% of the data. In real-world scenarios, in particular in those where the i.i.d.-assumption often made in ML does not hold, we must partition the data more carefully to avoid leakage. For instance in the case of forecasting, it would not be appropriate to split the data per time-series. We need to make sure that no future information such as seasonality is revealed on a training set. Further practical considerations are to consider dynamic backtesting scenarios where we conduct rolling evaluations over time to ensure that our backtest results do not depend on a specific point in time where we performed the split. Each evaluation should track such information in order to always be able to assert that no data leakage happened in a previous evaluation.

In other use cases that involve classification models, such as the imputation of missing values, naive train/test
splits can lead to problems as well. Real-world datasets often have very skewed distributions of categories. Few categories are observed very often, but many categories are observed only very rarely. Conducting a naive cross-validation split often results in training sets or test sets that contain not enough data for single categories to either train a sensible model or to get a reasonable estimate of the generalization error.

Apart from validation of models in offline backtests, assessing the performance of models in production is crucial. Making implicit assumptions about data explicit and enabling automatic data validation [28] is even more important in online scoring scenarios. When launching a new model, we can validate its effectiveness in various degrees. Launching the model in “shadow mode” (i.e., routing part of the data to the model, but not consuming its output) often helps to catch operational problems. Whenever possible, one should conduct rolling comparisons between ground truth and predictions. A/B or bandit tests are often employed to expose model in an end-user experience. Note that for forecasting, A/B tests can be quite challenging due to the long and indirect feedback cycles. Independent of the model launch mechanism, sanity-checking the model output is best practice. Since having high-quality sanity checks in place is as difficult as solving the original ML problem typically, we can employ simple, cheap-to-run or robust prediction models for comparisons, work with thresholding or randomized human inspection. If the core models allows to quantify its reliability via probabilities, this helps making more informed choices on the model validity.

**Decisions on Model Retraining.** Deciding when to retrain a model is challenging. Training usually is done offline and models are loaded at prediction/inference time in a serving system. If new events occur that our models have not been trained on, we need to trigger retraining or even re-modelling. In the retail demand forecasting domain, examples of such events are the introduction of a new public holiday, a new promotional activity or a weather irregularity. Detecting change in the data is critical, as issues and changes in datasets drastically affect the quality of the model and can invalidate evaluations. When such data changes impact the final metrics (as noticed through backtests), backtracking the root-cause to the dataset is only possible when dataset metadata and lineage have been recorded beforehand. Similar challenges occur in the imputation use case. Standard cross-validation techniques help to estimate the generalization error and tune precision thresholds for missing value imputation models. But in the presence of noisy training data, it is important to always have some fraction of the predictions audited by human experts and mark imputations as such. When humans are in the loop of such a system, interesting model management challenges can emerge. If auditors are able to update the training data with their audited data, they may often tend to solidarize with the ML pipeline in that they try to increase the model performance as much as they can, which can lead to severe overfitting. As a consequence, everyone involved in the model lifecycle should have a minimal understanding of the caveats of ML systems, such as overfitting. Furthermore, such cases show that it is important to carefully control evaluation and training samples, and guaranteeing this in continuously changing data pipelines can be quite challenging.

**Adversarial Settings.** In our exemplary scenario for content moderation in communities, an adversarial setting can occur where malicious users try to understand the boundary conditions of the classifier. For example, users could try to reverse engineer the thresholds under which content is automatically classified and then try to exploit weaknesses of the classifier. In such settings, incoming data will shift over time, which requires careful monitoring of the input and the distribution of the output probabilities. We would assume that more and more content contributions are close to the prediction threshold so that the distribution shifts over time. Once such a distribution shift is deemed to be severe enough, one needs to retrain the model and for this, must obtain new labeled data. Another approach is to rely on active learning. Given a model that outputs a probabilistic classification, it can be constantly updated by acquiring (manually labeled) data from both the decision boundary as well as randomly picked instances. Modeling the adversarial actions themselves by another model is possible in theory and certainly desirable as it eliminates the need to keep labelling data, but in practice, this is often extremely difficult, therefore careful monitoring of the deployed models is crucial.
3.2 Data Management Challenges

**Lack of a Declarative Abstraction for the whole ML Pipeline.** A major success factor of relational databases is that their data processing operations are expressed in a declarative language (SQL) with algebraic properties (relational algebra). This allows the system to inspect computations (e.g., for recording data provenance) and to rewrite them (e.g., for query optimization). Unfortunately, there is a lack of a declarative abstraction for end-to-end ML pipelines. These comprise of heterogenous parts (e.g., data integration, feature transformation, model training) which typically apply different operations based on different abstractions. Loading and joining the initial data applies operations from relational algebra. Feature transformations such as one-hot-encoding categorical variables, feature hashing, and normalization often apply map-reduce like transformations, composed in a ‘pipeline’-like abstraction popularized by scikit-learn [25, 22, 31]. The actual model training phase uses mostly operations from linear algebra which in many cases require specialized systems and/or hardware to be run efficiently [2, 9]. While general dataflow systems such as Apache Spark support all of the listed phases, it turns out that the dataflow abstraction is very inefficient for many advanced analytics problems [21, 5] and most models are implemented as black-boxes in such systems. This led to the development of specialized systems, such as engines for training deep neural networks, that are tailored towards certain learning algorithms (mini-batch stochastic gradient descent) and very efficiently leverage specialized hardware such as GPUs. Unfortunately, these systems do not support general relational operations, e.g., they lack join primitives. As a consequence, different systems need to be “glued” together in many real-world ML deployments, and often require external orchestration frameworks that coordinate the workloads. This situation has tremendous negative effects for model management tasks: It complicates the extraction of metadata corresponding to a particular pipeline (e.g., because the hyperparameters of feature transformations are contained the relational part of pipeline, while hyperparameters for the model training part are found in the computational graph of a neural network), it makes replicability and automation of model selection difficult as many different systems have to be orchestrated, and as a consequence makes it hard to automate model validation.

**Querying Model Metadata.** In order to automate and accelerate model lifecycle management, it is of crucial importance to understand metadata and lineage of models (e.g., their hyperparameters, evaluation scores as well as the datasets on which they were trained and validated). This metadata is required for comparing models in order to decide which one to put into production, for getting an overview of team progress, and for identifying pain points as a basis for deciding where to invest tuning efforts. Additionally, a centralized metadata store forms a basis for accelerating learning processes (e.g., through warm-starting of hyperparameter search [12]) and is also helpful for automating certain simple error checks (e.g., “did someone accidentally evaluate on their training set?”). Unfortunately, many existing ML frameworks have not been designed to automatically expose their metadata. Therefore, metadata capturing systems [35, 37, 27] in general require that data scientists instrument their code for capturing model metadata, e.g., to annotate hyperparameters of feature transformations or data access operations. Unfortunately, we found that data scientists often forget to add these annotations or are reluctant to spend the extra effort this imposes. In order to ease the adoption of metadata tracking systems, we explore techniques to automatically extract model metadata from ML applications. In our experience, this works well, as long as certain common abstractions are used in ML pipelines, e.g., ‘data frames’ in pandas or Spark which hold denormalized relational data, and pipelines (in scikit-learn and SparkML) which comprise a way to declare complex feature transformation chains composed of individual operators. For applications built on top of these abstractions, it is relatively simple to automate metadata tracking via reflection and inspection of these components at runtime [27]. In applications not built from declarative components (e.g., systems that rely on shell-scripts to orchestrate model training) on the other hand, it is very hard to automate the metadata extraction process, and a custom component that exposes the metadata has to be built manually. An extension of this problem is that for debugging purposes, often intermediate model outputs need to be inspected [39, 36], in addition to model metadata and lineage.
3.3 Engineering Challenges

Multi-Language Code Bases. A hard-to-overcome practical problem in model management originates from the fact that end-to-end ML applications often comprise of components written in different programming languages. Many popular libraries for ML and scientific computations are written in python, often with native extensions. Examples include scikit-learn [25], numpy and scipy as well as the language frontends of major deep learning systems such as MXNet [9], Tensorflow [2] or PyTorch [23]. For data pre-processing, JVM-based systems such as Apache Spark [38] are often preferred, due to static typing in the language and better support for parallel execution. Such heterogeneous code bases are often hard to keep consistent as automatic refactoring and error checking tools can only inspect either the python or the JVM part of the code, but will not be able to tackle problems across the language barrier. This problem has been identified as “Multiple-Language Smell” [29] in the past already. Furthermore, such code bases are hard to deploy later on, as they require setups with many different components that need to be orchestrated. E.g., a Spark cluster must be spun up for pre-processing, afterwards the data must be moved to a single machine for model training, and the cluster must be torn down afterwards. An orthogonal problem is the efficient and reliable exchange of data between the components of the system written in different languages. Often, this happens via serialization to a common format on disk, which must be kept in sync. In the future, language-independent columnar memory formats such as Apache Arrow for data or ONNX for neural networks [1] are promising developments to address this issue.

Heterogeneous Skill Level of Users. Teams that provide ML technology often have to support users that come from heterogeneous backgrounds. Some user teams have a strong engineering culture, are maintaining large-scale data pipelines and have many job roles dedicated to highly specific tasks. On the other hand, there are product teams with fewer or no members in technical roles. And there are researchers with little experience in handling production systems. ML products should be usable for all customers along this spectrum of technical skills and ensure a smooth transition from one use case to another. The broad range of use cases also requires one to build ML models that work well for large and small datasets at the same time - although these often require different approaches. Some larger datasets can only be tackled with specialized hardware, such as GPUs. But the methods that excel at these tasks with large datasets are often suboptimal when dealing with small data. E.g., if initial training datasets are manually curated by human experts, there is no point in using complex neural network models. In our experience, robust but simple linear models with carefully designed features often work better in these cases. Another dimension that distinguishes the various use cases is how the ML models are deployed afterwards. Some teams might run training and serving using scheduled jobs, but smaller teams often do not want to maintain this type of infrastructure. As a consequence, models have to be designed such that they can be deployed in large-scale scheduled workflows but also quickly tested in experimental prototypes.

Backwards Compatibility of Trained Models. Systems such as Sagemaker [17] or OpenML [35] require backwards compatibility of ML models. A model that was trained last month or last year should still be working today, in particular when trained models might be used in production deployments. Various degrees of backwards compatibility can be satisfied. We may want to impose that the exact same result can be obtained, that a similar result can be achieved, or in the weakest case that the model can still run. Ensuring those conditions reveals several challenges on model management. Clearly, when a model is deployed and serves predictions, making sure that the exact same result can be retrieved is a strict requirement. To this end, storing all the components defining a model is fundamental in being able to guarantee backwards compatibility and thereby long-term usage. One needs to store at least the data transformations that were required, the implementation of the algorithm, its configuration and finally all its dependencies which can be done by storing model container versions. In the case of training, ensuring that the exact result can be obtained over time may be too strict. This would prevent opportunities to improve models and may be hard to achieve in systems where execution is not fully deterministic (e.g., distributed systems or neural network models when they rely on GPU computation). In
such cases, one may prefer to ensure that training results are similar (or better) over time.

4 Conclusion

We introduced a set of ML use cases and discussed the resulting general challenges with respect to model management. Our focus was on conceptual challenges, challenges related to data-management and engineering. Our experience confirms the need for research on data management challenges for model management and ML systems in general [29, 18]. The problems in this space have their roots in the inherent complexity of ML applications, the lack of a declarative abstraction for end-to-end ML, and the heterogeneity of the resulting code bases. The recent success of deep neural networks in the ML space is often attributed to the gains in prediction accuracy provided by this class of models. We think however that another success factor of neural networks is often overlooked. Neural networks provide an algebraic, declarative abstraction for ML: they are built from computational graphs comprised of tensor operators with clearly defined semantics. Similar to query plans built from relational operators in SQL, this allows for easy combination of complex models and for automatic optimization of the execution on different hardware. With the rise of symbolic neural network APIs it became much simpler for practitioners to experiment with new models, which was one of the main factors contributing to the recent advances we have seen in this field. We strongly feel that the ML space can greatly benefit from adopting proven principles from the data management community such as declarativity and data independence.

Additionally, we observe the rediscovery of many best practices from software engineering and their adaptation to managing ML models [40]. Examples are scores for quantifying the production-readiness of an ML system [8] or unit-tests for the implicit data assumptions inherent in ML models [28]. A promising research direction here is to tackle the challenges stemming from the lack of a common declarative abstraction for end-to-end ML, and to design new languages that support relational algebraic and linear primitives at the same time (and can reason about them holistically [19, 20]). Finally, we would like to point out that questions of model management encounter a growing interest in the academic community. Examples of venues for related research are the ‘Systems for Machine Learning’ workshop\textsuperscript{1} at the NIPS, ICML and SOSP conferences, the ‘Data Management for End-to-End Machine Learning’ workshop\textsuperscript{2} at ACM SIGMOD, and the newly formed SysML conference\textsuperscript{3}.
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Abstract

Machine learning applications have become ubiquitous in a variety of domains. Powering each of these ML applications are one or more machine learning models that are used to make key decisions or compute key quantities. The life-cycle of an ML model starts with data processing, going on to feature engineering, model experimentation, deployment, and maintenance. We call the process of tracking a model across all phases of its life-cycle as **model management**. In this paper, we discuss the current need for model management and describe **MODELDB**, the first open-source model management system developed at MIT. We also discuss the changing landscape and growing challenges and opportunities in managing models.

1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) has become ubiquitous in a variety of applications including voice assistants, self-driving cars, and recommendation systems. Each ML-based application employs one or more machine learning models that are used to make key decisions or compute key quantities such as recognizing spoken words, detecting a pedestrian on the road, and identifying the best products for customers. Models are to ML-based applications what databases are to stateful web-applications; they are crucial for the correct functioning of these applications. Consequently, just as database management systems (or DBMSs) are used to manage state in applications, we find the need for systems to manage models in ML applications, i.e., **model management systems**.

To understand the requirements of a model management system, we begin with a brief overview of the life-cycle of a machine learning model. We divide the ML life-cycle into five phases, namely: (1) **Data Preparation** - Obtaining the training and test data to develop a model; (2) **Feature Engineering** - Identifying or creating the appropriate descriptors from the input data (i.e., features) to be used by the model; (3) **Model Training and Experimentation** - Experimenting with different models on the training and test data and choosing the best; (4) **Deployment** - Deploying the chosen model in a live system; and (5) **Maintenance** - Monitoring the live model performance, updating the model as needed, and eventually retiring the model. While we describe these phases as occurring in a linear sequence, the empirical nature of building an ML model causes multiple phases to be revisited frequently. We define a model management system as one that follows a model throughout the five phases of its life-cycle and captures relevant metadata at each step to enable model tracking, reproducibility, collaboration, and governance.
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For instance, since the key requirement during the Experimentation phase is to enable the data scientists to choose the best model, metadata captured in this phase includes items such as performance metrics for the model, hyperparameter values used during training, etc. In contrast, for a model in the Deployment phase, metadata might include the version of the model, where it is deployed, and how to query it. Although one can imagine a model management system that directly stores models and supports prediction serving operations, the heterogeneity in models, as well as their hardware and software requirements make such a solution sub-optimal. Therefore, we take the view that model management systems are best suited to store metadata about models throughout their life-cycle. Thus, we define a model management system as a system that tracks metadata about models through the five phases of their life-cycle.

Given the rapid proliferation of machine learning applications, systems have been proposed in academia as well as industry to address different aspects of the model management problem. In this paper, we focus on MODELDB, the first open-source system we developed at MIT for model management. Other academic systems that seek to address similar problems include the ModelHub system [18] (to explore deep learning architectures and efficiently store network weights), ProvDB [19] (to manage metadata collected via collaborative data science), Ground [14] (to provide a common framework for tracking data origin and use via generic abstractions), and the work on model selection management systems by Kumar et. al. [15].

An example of a commercial model management system is the SAS Model Manager which tracks models built and deployed within the SAS platform [24]. Today, most proprietary ML platforms such as the Michelangelo platform at Uber [11] and FB Learner at Facebook [6] include a model management or model repository component. Similarly, vast majority of data science teams end up re-building a model management system to suit their needs. In [25], Sculley et. al. elegantly present the challenges with building and productionizing ML at Google and highlight the need to manage “pipeline jungles” and model configurations.

Model management systems are also closely related to workflow and experiment management systems such as Kepler [16], Taverna workbench [29], Galaxy [27], VisTrails [1, 3, 2] as well as recently introduced workflow engines tailored for data processing such as Apache Airflow [11] and Luigi [26]. While workflow systems can address some of the model management needs during the first three phases of the model life-cycle, these systems require extensions for ML-specific abstractions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the motivation behind model management systems; in Section 3, we describe the challenges faced in building model management systems; and in Section 4, we describe the MODELDB system developed at MIT. We conclude the paper in Section 5 with a discussion of how we see model management evolving in the future.

2 Why Model Management?

To understand the need for model management, we studied modeling workflows across companies and research labs ranging from large internet companies to small start-ups building ML-based applications. Across the different phases of the model life-cycle, the need for model management was apparent in three key areas: managing modeling experiments, enabling reproducibility, supporting sharing of models, and model governance.

The first and primary area where the need for model management is evident is during the Experimentation phase of the model life-cycle. The empirical nature of ML model development means that data scientists and ML developers experiment with hundreds of models before identifying one that meets some acceptance criteria. This is particularly true when data scientists perform hyperparameter optimization on models. Data about previously built models is necessary to inform the next set of models and experiments, and to identify the best model produced so far. Consequently, tracking these experiments is of paramount importance. The absence of an experiment tracking system leads to models and experiments being lost and valuable time and resources being spent in reproducing model results. For example, one ML developer at a large tech company related how she had spent over a week merely re-running a modeling experiment another employee had previously conducted.
since the experimental setup and results were not recorded.

The second area that requires model management is enabling model reproducibility. A key use case for reproducibility deals with the situation where the new version of a deployed model performs poorly compared to the previous one and must be reverted to the older version. If the previous model version is not available, re-creating it requires precise information about what data was used, how it was processed, libraries and versions used, and details of how the model was trained (including random seeds). A similar need becomes evident when a model has to be updated with new data or when a discrepancy is detected in an offline and live model.

The third area that requires model management is supporting model sharing. As data science teams increase in size, multiple data scientists want to collaborate on the same model or build on top of each others’ work. In such cases, the lack of a centralized repository of models along with the right access control patterns hampers sharing of information about models and experiments. Finally, for software developers who wish to use existing ML models, the absence of a central repository makes it challenging to discover and integrate models into products and business processes.

The last area where we find a growing need for model management relates to model governance. For many regulated industries, (e.g., banking and healthcare), government regulations require that any model used to make automated decisions be documented and available for audit. Furthermore, government legislation now being implemented (e.g., the GDPR regulations in the European Union [21]) requires that companies be able to explain any decisions made without human intervention. These trends highlight the need for a centralized system that manages and explains models.

3 Challenges in Model Management

As defined above, model management covers the entire life-cycle of models starting with Data Processing, Feature Engineering, Experimentation, Deployment, and Maintenance. The hallmark of machine learning model development is the heterogeneity in environments and frameworks used at every phase of the ML life-cycle. As a result, the primary challenge for model management is to consistently capture metadata across many environments at each phase of the modeling life-cycle. We illustrate this challenge with a few examples.

During the Data Processing or Feature Engineering phases, our goal is to track the transformations applied to data so that they may be accurately reproduced later. Since these tasks may be done in very different languages and data processing environments (e.g., Spark, Teradata, HBase), we must ensure that data transformations can be accurately recorded across a wide range of data processing environments. Moreover, even within a single environment, we must ensure high coverage for all the ways in which a specific data transformation may be applied — a significant challenge unless this functionality has been built into the system from the ground-up.

Similarly, during the Experimentation phase, there is a large diversity in machine learning frameworks and libraries in different programming languages that a data scientist may use (e.g., scikit-learn, Tensorflow, PyTorch in Python; ML libraries in R; H2O framework in Java). Each library has a unique way of defining models (e.g., graphs in Tensorflow vs. plain objects in scikit-learn) and their associated attributes. Consequently, one representation is often inadequate to capture models built across all frameworks. This diversity in machine learning frameworks during Experimentation also translates to diversity in deployment methods during the Deployment phase. For example, while TF-serving is a popular means to serve Tensorflow models, a Flask-based deployment method is most popular for scikit-learn models.

Lastly, once a model is deployed, i.e. during the Maintenance phase, while some properties are common to all models (e.g., latency of predictions, number of requests), many properties are application dependent (e.g., accuracy of model for new users on an e-commerce site) and might require input from disparate systems outside of the ML environment (e.g., prediction storage or logging systems). Thus we see that addressing the heterogeneity at every phase of the modeling life-cycle is the key challenge for model management.

While the above challenges arise from the diversity of environments for ML, two overarching requirements
emerge from the data scientists’ perspective as well. First, data scientists want a model management solution that minimizes developer intervention and requires minimal changes to the current developer workflow. For example, many data scientists are resistant to choosing a new ML environment or significantly changing their modeling workflow to account for model management. And second, data scientists want a vendor and framework-neutral model management system so that they are not tied into one particular provider or framework and can choose the best solutions for the particular modeling task.

To summarize, in order to build a model management system, we must address the problem of supporting a variety of ML environments, imposing common abstractions across diverse environments, and capturing sufficient metadata while requiring minimal changes from data scientists. In the next section, we describe MODELDB, an open-source model management system developed at MIT that takes the first steps in tackling the challenges identified above and focuses particularly on the Experimentation phase of the model life-cycle.

4 MODELDB

Building an ML model for real-world applications is an iterative process. Data scientists and ML developers experiment with tens to hundreds of models before identifying one that meets some acceptance criteria on model performance. For example, top competitors in the Kaggle competition to predict Zillow Home prices [5] made more than 250 submissions (and therefore built at least as many models), while those in the Toxic Comment classification competition [4] made over 400 submissions. As an example of actual experimentation performed during model building, Figure 1 reproduces code comments by an expert Kaggle competitor (ranked in top 500) written in order to track models built for the Zillow Price Prediction Challenge. As we can see from this listing,
Figure 2: ModelDB Architecture

a data scientist typically tests a large number of model versions before identifying the best one. Moreover, although data scientists (and data science teams) build many tens to hundreds of models when developing an ML application, they currently have no way to keep track of all the models they have built. Consequently, insights are lost, models cannot be reproduced or shared, and model governance becomes challenging.

To address these problems, we developed a system at MIT called ModelDB [28]. ModelDB is the first open-source machine learning model management system and currently focuses on tracking models during the Experimentation phase. ModelDB automatically tracks models as they are built, records provenance information for each step in the pipeline used to generate the model, stores this data in a standard format, and makes it available for querying via an API and a visual interface.

4.1 Architecture

Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture of our system. ModelDB consists of three key components: client libraries for different machine learning environments, a backend that stores model data, and a web-based visualization interface. Client libraries are responsible for automatically extracting models and pipelines from code and passing them to the ModelDB backend. The ModelDB backend exposes a thrift\(^1\) interface to allow clients in different languages to communicate with the ModelDB backend. ModelDB client libraries are currently available for scikit-learn and spark.ml, along with a Light Python API that can be used in any Python-based machine learning environment. This means that ML developers can continue to build models and perform experimentation in these environments while the native libraries passively capture model metadata. The backend can use a variety of storage systems to store the model metadata. The third component of ModelDB, the visual interface, provides an easy-to-navigate layer on top of the backend storage system that permits visual exploration and analyses of model metadata.

4.2 Client Libraries

Many existing workflow management programs (e.g. VisTrails [3]) require that the user create a workflow in advance, usually by means of a GUI. However, the data scientists we interviewed overwhelmingly concurred that GUIs restricted their flexibility in defining modeling pipelines and iterating over them. Moreover, we found that data scientists were resistant to significant changes in their modeling workflows. Therefore, our primary design constraint while creating the ModelDB client libraries was to minimize any changes the data scientist would need to make both to code and the existing modeling process. To meet this constraint, we chose to make

\(^1\)https://thrift.apache.org/
model logging accessible directly through code (as opposed to a GUI) and to build logging libraries for different ML environment. The spark.ml and scikit-learn libraries are architected such that data scientists can use these environments for analysis exactly as they normally would and the library transparently and automatically logs the relevant data to the backend.

4.3 Frontend

MODELDB captures a large amount of metadata about models. To support easy access to this data, MODELDB provides a visual interface. We provide three key views for exploring the data stored in MODELDB. A user starts with the projects summary page (Fig. 3) that provides a high level overview of all the projects in the system. The user can then click on a particular project to see the models for that project. We present models via two key views. The first view presents model summaries through two visualizations (Fig. 4): a summary visualization showing the evolution of model metrics over time as well as a custom visualization builder for model meta-analyses. The second is a tabular view of models in a particular project (Fig. 5) along with interactions such as filtering, sorting, grouping, and search. From any of the above interfaces, the ML developer can drill-down into a single model to visualize the model pipeline that was automatically inferred by the client library.

4.4 MODELDB Adoption and Future Work

We officially released MODELDB as an open-source model management system in Feb. 2017 and since then there has been a large amount of interest and adoption of MODELDB. Over the last year, our GitHub repository [12] has garnered > 500 stars, has been cloned over a thousand times, and has been forked >100 times. MODELDB has been tested at multiple small and large companies and has been deployed in financial institutions. MODELDB has also served as inspiration for other model management systems such as [20]. The rapid adoption of MODELDB indicates a strong need for model management, and our current work focuses on expanding MODELDB to support other phases of the ML life-cycle.

5 Evolution of Model Management Systems

As machine learning models proliferate into every business process and product, we posit that the task of managing the life-cycle of models will become as key as managing the life-cycle of code. Just as version control systems such as SVN and Git made source code development and collaboration robust and rapid, we envision that model management systems will serve a similar purpose in the future. We imagine model management systems to become the system of record for all models and model-related information. Current model management
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systems have focused on tracking models in a limited fashion; consequently, to support diverse ML applications, we expect model management systems to evolve in the following directions.

**Model Data Pipelines.** For many machine learning applications, the ultimate performance of the machine learning model depends on the features or data attributes used by the model. As a result, when a model is to be reproduced, it requires accurate records of the data and transformations used to produce features. We expect model management systems to evolve to accurately record data versions (train and test) as well as data transformations that are used to generate features. This metadata may come from a separate data processing or workflow system as opposed to being generated by the model management system, however, the model management system would track all the metadata required to create the model end-to-end.

**Model Interoperability.** One of the key challenges in model management described before is the diversity in ML models and frameworks. While some frameworks support rapid development, others might be more suitable for deployment in production settings. Given the rapid proliferation of ML frameworks, we expect model management systems to support, if not provide, a level of interoperability between different ML environments and frameworks (e.g., PMML [9] and ONNX [14] provide a good start). This will enable data scientists to pick and choose the best framework for each phase of the model life-cycle without being tied to a single framework.

**Model Testing.** As more decisions and business logic get delegated to machine learning models, the importance of testing models (similar to code testing) will increase and will become a key part of managing the model life-cycle. For instance, defining unit tests for models and their input data will become commonplace. Similarly, we expect integration tests with models to become more prevalent as predictions from one model get used as input for other models. Finally, we note that as adversarial attacks on models increase, testing of models and edge cases will become key, requiring the development of new techniques to prevent adversarial attacks (e.g., [10, 9]).

**Model Monitoring.** While model testing takes place before a model is deployed, model monitoring takes place once the model is deployed in a live system. Model monitoring today is largely limited to monitoring system-level metrics such as the number of prediction requests, latency, and compute usage. However, we are already seeing the need for data-level monitoring of models (e.g., as noted in [25]) to ensure that the offline and live data fed to a model is similar. We expect model management systems to encompass model monitoring modules to ensure continued model health, triggering alerts and actions as appropriate.

**Model Interpretability and Fairness.** As models are used for automated decision making in regulated industries and increasingly used by non-technical users, explaining the results of models will become a key aspect of the management of deployed models (as evidenced by the rich research on interpretability [17, 6, 23]). We view a model management system as the system of record for all models and, therefore, the logical gateway for model interpretability and understanding. In the future, we therefore expect model management systems to expose interpretability functionality for every recorded model.

### 6 Conclusion

ML models are becoming ubiquitous is a variety of domains. This proliferation of ML brings to the forefront the need for systems that are responsible for managing models across their entire life-cycle starting with data preparation to model retirement. In this paper, we discussed the motivation for model management systems as well as challenges associated with consistently tracking models throughout their life-cycle. We described **MOD-ELDB**, the first open-source model management system developed at MIT. Finally, we described the evolving opportunities in model management.
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Abstract

Collaborative data science activities are becoming pervasive in a variety of communities, and are often conducted in teams, with people of different expertise performing back-and-forth modeling and analysis on time-evolving datasets. Current data science systems mainly focus on specific steps in the process such as training machine learning models, scaling to large data volumes, or serving the data or the models, while the issues of end-to-end data science lifecycle management are largely ignored. Such issues include, for example, tracking provenance and derivation history of models, identifying data processing pipelines and keeping track of their evolution, analyzing unexpected behaviors and monitoring the project health, and providing the ability to reason about specific analysis results. In this article, we present an overview of a unified provenance and metadata management system, called PROVDB, that we have been building to support lifecycle management of complex collaborative data science workflows. PROVDB captures a large amount of fine-grained information about the analysis processes and versioned data artifacts in a semi-passive manner using a flexible and extensible ingestion mechanism; provides novel querying and analysis capabilities for simplifying bookkeeping and debugging tasks for data analysts; and enables a rich new set of capabilities like identifying flaws in the data science process.

1 Introduction

Over the last two decades, we have seen a tremendous increase in collaborative data science activities, where teams of data engineers, data scientists, and domain experts work together to analyze and extract value from increasingly large volumes of data. This has led to much work in industry and academia on developing a wide range of tools and techniques, including big data platforms, data preparation and wrangling tools, new and sophisticated machine learning techniques, and new environments like Jupyter Notebooks targeted at data scientists. However, the widespread use of data science has also exposed the shortcomings of the overall ecosystem, and has brought to the forefront a number of critical concerns about how data is collected and processed, and how insights or results are obtained from those. There are numerous examples of biased and unfair decisions made by widely used data science pipelines, that are often traced back to flaws in the training data, or mistakes or assumptions made somewhere in the process of constructing those pipelines. Data analysis processes are relatively easy to “hack” today, increasingly resulting in a general lack of trust in published results (“fake news”) and many incidents of unrepeatable and/or retracted results.
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Addressing these concerns requires a holistic approach to conducting, auditing, and continuously monitoring collaborative data science projects. This however is very challenging, because of the fundamentally ad hoc nature of collaborative data science. It typically features highly unstructured and noisy datasets that need to be cleaned and wrangled; amalgamation of different platforms, tools, and techniques; significant back-and-forth among the members of a team; and trial-and-error to identify the right analysis tools, algorithms, machine learning models, and parameters. The data science pipelines are often spread across a collection of analysis scripts, possibly across different systems. Metadata or provenance information about how datasets were generated, including the programs or scripts used for generating them and/or values of any crucial parameters, is often lost. As most datasets and analysis scripts evolve over time, there is also a need to keep track of their versions over time; using version control systems (VCS) like git can help to some extent, but those don’t provide sufficiently rich introspection capabilities.

Lacking systematic platforms to support collaborative data science, we see users manually track and act upon such information. For example, users often manually keep track of which derived datasets need to be updated when a source dataset changes; they use spreadsheets to list which parameter combinations have been tried out during the development of a machine learning model; and so on. This is however tedious and error-prone, requires significant discipline from the users, and typically lacks sufficient coverage.

In this article, we present an overview of our PROVDB system, for unified management of all kinds of metadata about collaborative data science workflows that gets generated during the analysis processes. PROVDB is being developed under the umbrella of the DataHub project [13], where our overarching goal is to understand and investigate the major pain points for data engineers and scientists today, and develop tools and techniques for managing a large number of datasets, their versions over time, and derived data products and for supporting the end-to-end data science lifecycle. PROVDB is designed to be a standalone system, with complementary functionality to dataset versioning tools developed in [14, 28, 33, 17, 15]. Specifically, PROVDB manages and enables querying information about: (a) version lineages of data, scripts, and results (collectively called artifacts), (b) data provenance among artifacts which may or may not be structured, and (c) workflow metadata on derivations and dependencies among artifact snapshots, and (d) other context metadata that may be collected (e.g., summary logs). By making it easy to mine and query this information in a unified fashion, PROVDB enables a rich set of functionality to simplify the lives of data scientists, to make it easier to identify and eliminate errors, and to decrease the time to obtain actionable insights.

To accommodate the wide variety of expected use cases, PROVDB adopts a “schema-later” approach, where a small base schema is fixed, but users can add arbitrary semistructured information (in JSON) for recording additional metadata. The specific data model we use generalizes the standard W3C PROV data model, extended to allow flexibly capturing a variety of different types of information including versioning and provenance information, parameters used during experiments or modeling, statistics gathered to make decision, analysis scripts, and notes or tags. We map this logical data model to a property graph data model, and use the Neo4j graph database to store the information.

PROVDB features a suite of extensible provenance ingestion mechanisms. The currently supported ingestors are targeted at users who conduct the data analysis using either UNIX Shell or Jupyter Notebooks. In the former case, user-run shell commands to manipulate files or datasets are intercepted, and the before- and after-state of the artifacts is analyzed to generate rich metadata. Several such ingestors are already supported and new ingestors can be easily registered for specific commands. For example, such an ingestion program is used to analyze log files generated by Caffe (a deep learning framework) and to generate metadata about accuracy and loss metrics (for learned models) in a fine-grained manner. PROVDB also features APIs to make it easy to add provenance or context information from other sources.

Finally, PROVDB features many different mechanisms for querying and analyzing the captured data. In addition to being able to use the querying features of Neo4j (including the Cypher and Gremlin query languages), PROVDB also features two novel graph query operators, graph segmentation and graph summarization, that are geared towards the unique characteristics of provenance information.
2 ProvDB Architecture

ProvDB is a stand-alone system, designed to be used in conjunction with a dataset version control system (DVCS) like git or DataHub [13, 18, 17, 14] (Figure 1). The DVCS will handle the actual version management tasks, and the distributed and decentralized management of individual repositories. A repository consists of a set of versions, each of which is comprised of a set artifacts (scripts, datasets, derived results, etc.). A version, identified by an ID, is immutable and any update to a version conceptually results in a new version with a different version ID (physical data structures are typically not immutable and the underlying DVCS may use various strategies for compact storage [14]). New versions can also be created through the application of transformation programs to one or more existing versions. We assume the DVCS supports standard version control operations including CHECKOUT a version, COMMIT a new version, create a BRANCH, MERGE versions, etc.

Most of the ProvDB modules are agnostic to the DVCS being used, as long as appropriate pipelines to transfer versioning metadata and context data are set up. The current implementation is based on git, in which case, the repository contents are available as files for the users to operate upon; the users can run whichever analysis tools they want on those after checking them out, including distributed toolkits like Hadoop or Spark.

Broadly speaking, the data maintained across the system can be categorized into:

(a) raw data that the users can directly access and analyze including the datasets, analysis scripts, and any derived artifacts such as trained models, and

(b) metadata or provenance information transparently maintained by the system, and used for answering queries over the versioning or provenance information.

Fine-grained record-level provenance information may or may not be directly accessible to the users depending on the ingest mechanism used. Note that, the split design that we have chosen to pursue requires duplication of some information in the DVCS and ProvDB. We believe this is a small price to pay for the benefits of having a standalone provenance management system.

ProvDB Ingestion module is a thin layer on top of the DVCS (in our case, git) that is used to capture the provenance and metadata information. This layer needs to support a variety of functionality to make it easy to collect a large amount of metadata and provenance information, with minimal overhead to the user (Sec. 4). The ProvDB instance itself is a separate process, and currently uses the Neo4j graph database for provenance model storage; we chose Neo4j because of its support for the flexible property graph data model, and graph querying functionality out-of-the-box (Sec. 3). The data stored inside ProvDB can be queried using Cypher through the Neo4j frontend; ProvDB query execution engine also supports two novel types of segmentation and summarization queries that we briefly describe in Section 5. Richer queries can be supported on top of these low-level querying constructs; ProvDB currently supports a simple form of continuous monitoring query, and also has a visual frontend to support a variety of provenance queries (Section 5).
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Figure 2: Illustration of Provenance Data Model and Query Operators in Data Science Lifecycles

3 Provenance Data Model and Provenance Graphs

The ingested provenance over the lifecycle of a data science project naturally forms a directed acyclic graph, combining heterogeneous information including a version graph representing the artifact changes, a workflow graph reflecting the derivations of those artifact versions, and a conceptual model graph showing the involvement of problem solving methods in the project [21, 30]. To represent the provenance graph and keep our discussion general to other provenance systems, after originally using a custom model, we switched to using the W3C PROV data model [35], which is a standard interchange model for different provenance systems. We use the core set of PROV data model shown in Fig. 2(b). There are three types of vertices ($V$) in the provenance graph in our context:

a) **Entities** ($E$) are the project artifacts (e.g., files, datasets, scripts) which the users work on and talk about;

b) **Activities** ($A$) are the system or user actions (e.g., train, git commit, cron jobs) which act upon or with entities over a period of time, $[t_i, t_j]$;

c) **Agents** ($U$) are the parties who are responsible for some activity (e.g., a team member, a system component).

Among the vertices, there are five types of directed edges ($E$):

i) An activity started at time $t_i$ often uses some entities ("used", $U \subseteq A \times E$);

ii) then some entities were generated by the same activity at time $t_j$ ($t_j \geq t_i$) ("wasGeneratedBy", $G \subseteq E \times A$);

iii) An activity is associated with some agent during its period of execution ("wasAssociatedWith", $S \subseteq A \times U$);

iv) Some entity’s presence can be attributed to some agent ("wasAttributedTo", $A \subseteq E \times U$); and

v) An entity was derived from another entity ("wasDerivedFrom", $D \subseteq E \times E$), such as versions of the same artifact (e.g., different model versions in $v_1$ and $v_2$ in Fig. 2(a)).

We use versioning to avoid cyclic self-derivations of the same entity and overwritten entity generations by some activity.
In the provenance graph, both vertices and edges have a label to encode their vertex type in \( \{ E, A, U \} \) or edge type in \( \{ U, G, S, A, D \} \). All other ingested provenance records are modeled as properties, that are ingested by a set of configured project ingestors during activity executions and represented as key-value pairs.

PROV standard defines various serializations of the concept model (e.g., RDF, XML, JSON) \[37\]. In our system, we use a physical property graph data model to store it, as it is more natural for the users to think of the artifacts as nodes when writing queries using Cypher or Gremlin. It is also more compact than RDF graph for the large amount of provenance records, which are treated as literal nodes.

**Definition 1 (Provenance Graph):** Provenance in a data science project is represented as a directed acyclic graph, \( G(\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, \lambda_v, \lambda_e, \sigma, \omega) \), where vertices have three types, \( \mathcal{V} = \mathcal{E} \cup \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{U} \), and edges have five types, \( \mathcal{E} = \mathcal{U} \cup \mathcal{G} \cup \mathcal{S} \cup \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{D} \). Label functions, \( \lambda_v: \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \{ \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{U} \} \), and \( \lambda_e: \mathcal{E} \rightarrow \{ U, G, S, A, D \} \) are total functions associating each vertex and each edge to its type. In a project, we refer to the set of property types as \( \mathcal{P} \) and their values as \( \mathcal{O} \), then vertex and edge properties, \( \sigma: \mathcal{V} \times \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathcal{O} \) and \( \omega: \mathcal{E} \times \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathcal{O} \), are partial functions from vertex/edge and property type to some value.

**Example 1:** In Fig. 2(a), Alice and Bob work together on a classification task to predict face IDs given an image. Alice starts the project and creates a neural network by modifying a popular model. She downloads the dataset and edits the model definition and solver hyperparameters, then invokes the training program with specific command options. After training the first model, she examines the accuracy in the log file, annotates the dataset and edits the model definitions and solver hyperparameters, then invokes the training program with new log files and weight parameters. However the accuracy drops, and she turns to Bob for help. Bob examines what she did, trains a new model following best practices by editing the learning rate in solver configuration in version \( v_1 \).

Behind the scenes, PROVDB tracks users’ activities, ingests provenance, and manages versioned artifacts (e.g., datasets, models, solvers). In the Fig. 2(a) tables, we show ingested information in detail: a) history of user activities (e.g., the first train command uses model \( v_1 \) and solver \( v_1 \) and generates logs \( v_1 \) and weights \( v_1 \)), b) versions and changes of entities (e.g., weights \( v_1, v_2, v_3 \) and derivations among those entities (e.g., model \( v_2 \) is derived from model \( v_1 \)), and c) provenance records as associated properties to activities and entities (e.g., dataset is copied from some url, Alice changes a pool layer type to AVG in \( v_2 \), accuracy in logs \( v_3 \) is 0.75).

**Example 2:** In Fig. 2(c), we show the corresponding provenance graph of the project lifecycle illustrated in Example 1. Names of the vertices (e.g., ‘model-v1’, ‘train-v3’, ‘Alice’) are made by using their representative properties and suffixed using the version ids to distinguish different snapshots. Activity vertices are ordered from left to right w.r.t. the temporal order of their executions. We label the edges using their types and show a subset of the edges in Fig. 2(a) to illustrate usages of five relationship types. Note there are many snapshots of the same artifact in different versions, and between the versions, we maintain derivation edges ‘wasDerivedFrom’ (\( D \)) for efficient versioning storage. The property records are shown as white boxes but not treated as vertices in the property graph.

### 4 Capturing and Ingesting Provenance

The biggest challenge for a system like PROVDB is capturing the requisite provenance and context information. Transparent instrumentation approaches, where the information is captured with minimal involvement from the users are most likely to be used in practice, but are difficult to develop (since they must cover different user environments) and may generate large amounts of frivolous information (since they cannot be targetted). On the other hand, approaches that require explicit instrumentation or hints from the users can capture more useful information, but require significant discipline from the users and rarely work in the long run. We use a hybrid
approach in PROVDB, where we transparently instrument some of the most common data science environments, but allow users to explicitly instrument and send additional information to the PROVDB server. Here we briefly enumerate the ingestion mechanisms that PROVDB currently supports, which include a general-purpose UNIX shell-based ingestion framework, ingestion of DVCS versioning information, and a mechanism called **file views** which is intended to both simplify workflow and aid in fine-grained provenance capture.

**Shell command-based Ingestion Framework:** The provenance ingestion framework is centered around the UNIX commandline shell (e.g., bash, zsh, etc). We provide a special command called provdb that users can prefix to any other command, and that triggers provenance ingestion (shell extensions can be leveraged to do this automatically for every command). Each run of the command results in creation of a new implicit version, which allows us to capture the changes at a fine granularity. In other words, we commit a new version before and after running every such command. These implicit versions are kept separate from the explicit versions created by a user through use of `git commit`, and are not visible to the users. A collection of ingestors is invoked by matching the command that was run, against a set of regular expressions registered a priori along with the ingestors. PROVDB schedules ingestor to run before/during/after execution the user command, and expects the ingestor to return a JSON property graph consisting of a set of key-value pairs denoting properties of the snapshots or derivations. Note that, it is vital that we take a snapshot before running the command in order to properly handle modifications made using external tools (e.g., text editors) or commands not prefixed with provdb. That way we can capture a modification even if we don’t know the specific operation(s) that made that modification. An ingestor can also provide record-level provenance information, if it is able to generate such information.

A default ingestor handles arbitrary commands by parsing them following POSIX standard (IEEE 1003.1-2001) to annotate utility, options, option arguments and operands. For example, `mkdir -p dir` is parsed as utility `mkdir`, option `p` and operand `dir`. Concatenations of commands are decomposed and ingested separately, while a command with pipes is treated as a single command. If an external tool has been used to make any edits (e.g., a text editor), an implicit version is created next time provdb is run, and the derivation information is recorded as missing.

**Caffe (Deep Learning Framework) Ingestor:** PROVDB also supports several specialized ingestion plugins and configurations to cover important data science workflows. In particular, it has an ingestor capable of ingesting provenance information from runs of the Caffe deep learning framework. If the command is recognized as a caffe command, then the ingestor parses the configuration file (passed as an argument to the command) to extract and record the learning hyperparameters. The ingestor also extracts accuracy and loss scores on an iteration-by-iteration basis from the result logging file. All of these are attached as properties to the coarse-grained derivation edge that is recorded in the provenance graph.

**File Views:** PROVDB provides a functionality called *file views* to assist dataset transformations and to ingest provenance among data files. Analogous to views in relational databases, a file view defines a virtual file as a transformation over an existing file. A file view can be defined either: (a) as a script or a sequence of commands (e.g., `sort | uniq -c`, which is equivalent to an aggregate count view), or (b) as an SQL query where the input files are treated as tables. For instance, the following query counts the rows per label that a classifier predicts wrongly comparing with ground truth.

```
provdb fileview -c -n='results.csv' -q='
    select t._c2 as label, count(*) as err_cnt
    from {testfile.csv} as t, {predfile.csv} as r
    where t._c0 = r._c0 and t._c2 != r._c2 group by t._c2'
```

The SQL feature is implemented by loading the input files into an in-memory sqlite database and executing the query against it. Instead of creating a view, the same syntax can be used for creating a new file instead, saving a user from coding similar functionality.

File views serve as an example of a functionality that can help make the ad hoc process of data science
more structured. Aside from making it easier to track dependencies, SQL-based file views also enable capturing record-level provenance by drawing upon techniques developed over the years for provenance in databases.

**User Annotations:** Apart from plugin framework, PROVDB GUI allows users to organize, add, and annotate properties, along with other query facilities. The user can annotate project properties, such as usage descriptions for collaborations on artifacts, or notes to explain rationale for a particular derivation. A user can also annotate a property as parameter and add range/step to its domains, which turns a derivation into a template and enables batch run of an experiment. For example, a grid search of a template derivation on a start snapshot can be configured directly in the UI. Maintaining such user annotations (and file views discussed above) as the datasets evolve is a complicated issue in itself [25].

5  **Storing, Querying and Analyzing Provenance Graphs**

Provenance graphs represent a unique and new usage scenario for graph databases, that necessitates development of new techniques both for storing and for querying them. In particular, the following characteristics of the provenance graph need to be considered:

- **Versioned Artifacts:** Each entity is a point-in-time snapshot of some artifact in the project, e.g., the query ‘accuracy of model-v1’ discusses a particular snapshot of the model artifact, while ‘what are the common updates for solver before train’ refer to the artifact but not an individual snapshot. This impacts both storage and declarative query facilities. First, given the potentially large properties associated with the nodes in the graph (e.g., scripts, notebooks, log files), the standard model of storing each node independently does not work because of the verbosity and duplication in the properties of the data [29]. Second, any high-level query languages must support versioning as a first-class construct [18].

- **Evolving Workflows:** Data science lifecycle is exploratory and collaborative in nature, so there is no static workflow skeleton, and no clear boundaries for individual runs in contrast with workflow systems [20]; e.g., the modeling methods may change (e.g., from SVM to neural networks), the data processing steps may vary (e.g., split, transform or merge data files), and the user-committed versions may be mixed with code changes, error fixes, thus may not serve as query boundaries. Thus, we cannot assume the existence of a workflow skeleton and we need to allow flexible boundary conditions.

- **Partial Knowledge in Collaboration:** Each team member may work on and be familiar with a subset of artifacts and activities, and may use different tools or approaches, e.g., in Example 1, Alice and Bob use different ways to improve accuracy. When querying retrospective provenance of the snapshots or understanding activity process over team behaviors, the user may only have partial knowledge at query time, thus may find it difficult to compose the right query. Hence, it is important to support queries with partial information reflecting users’ understanding and induce correct result.

- **Verboseness for Usage:** In practice, the provenance graph would be very verbose for humans to use and in large volume for the system to manage. Depending on the granularity, storing the graphs could take dozens of GBs within several minutes [9]. With similar goals to recent research efforts [22, 34, 36, 2], our system aims to let the users understand the essence of provenance at their preference level by transforming the provenance graph. R4: The query facility should be scalable to large graph and process queries efficiently.

In addition, most of the provenance query types of interest involve paths [1], and require returning paths instead of answering yes/no queries like reachability [22]. Writing queries to utilize the lifecycle provenance is beyond the capabilities of the pattern matching query (BPM) and regular path query (RPQ) support in popular graph databases [7, 6, 42]. For example, answering ‘how is today’s result file generated from today’s data file’ requires a segment of the provenance graph that includes not only the mentioned files but also others that are not
on the lineage paths and the users may not know at all (e.g., ‘a configuration file’); answering ‘how do the team members typically generate the result file from the data file?’ requires summarizing several query results of the above query while keeping the result meaningful from provenance perspective.

This lack of proper query facilities in modern graph databases not only limits the value of lifecycle provenance systems for data science, but also of other provenance systems. The specialized query types of interest in the provenance domain [1, 22] had often led provenance systems to implement specialized storage systems [38] and query interfaces [16, 4] on their own [20]. Recent works in the provenance community propose various task-specific graph transformations, which are essentially different template queries from the graph querying perspective; these include grouping vertices together to handle publishing policies [34], aggregating similar vertices to understand commonalities and outliers [36], segmenting a provenance graph for feature extractions in cybersecurity [2].

To handle the wide variety of usage scenarios, PROVDB currently supports several different mechanisms to interact with the provenance information, that we briefly discuss next.

5.1 Interactive Queries using Cypher

In a collaborative workflow, provenance queries to identify what revision and which author last modified a line in an artifact are common (e.g., git blame). PROVDB allows such queries at various levels (version, artifact, snapshot, record) and also allows querying the properties associated with the different entities (e.g., details of what parameters have been used, temporal orders of commands, etc). In fact, all the information exposed in the property graph can be directly queried using the Neo4j Cypher query language, which supports graph traversal queries and aggregation queries.

The latter types of queries are primarily limited by the amount of context and properties that can be automatically ingested. Availability of this information allows users to ask more meaningful queries like: what scikit-learn script files contain a specific sequence of commands; what is the learning accuracy curve of a caffe model artifact; enumerate all different parameter combinations that have been tried out for a given learning task, and so on.

Many such queries naturally result in one or more time series of values (e.g., properties of an artifact over time as it evolves, results of “diff” queries discussed below); PROVDB supports a uniform visual interface for plotting such time series data, and comparing two different time series (see below for an example).

**Illustrative Example:** Figure 3 shows the PROVDB Web GUI using a caffe deep learning project. In this project, 41 deep neural networks are created for a face classification task. The user tries out models by editing
and training models. In Fig 3(a), an introspection query asks how different are two trained models (model-0 and 9). Using the GUI, the user filters artifacts, and diffs their result logging files. In the right side query result pane, the ingested properties are diffed. The caffe ingestor properties are numerical time series; using the provided charting tool, the user plots the training loss and accuracy against the iteration number. From the results, we can see that model-9 does not train well in the beginning, but ends up with similar accuracy. To understand why, a deep diff between the two can be issued in the GUI and complex Cypher queries can be used as well. In Fig. 3(b), the query finds previous derivations and shared snapshots, which are training config files; more introspection can be done by finding changed hyperparameters.

5.2 Graph Segmentation and Summarization Queries

As discussed above, the extant graph query languages are not rich enough to support common provenance analysis queries. One of our goals with ongoing work is to initiate a more systematic study of abstract graph operators that modern graph databases need to support to be a viable option for storing provenance graphs. By observing the characteristics of the provenance graph in analytics lifecycle and identifying the requirements for the query facilities, we propose two new graph operators as a starting point:

**Segmentation:** A very important provenance query type of interest is querying ancestors and descendants of entities [20, 22]. In our context, the users introspect the lifecycle and identify issues by analyzing dependencies among snapshots. Lack of a workflow skeleton and clear boundaries makes the provenance query more difficult. Moreover the user may not be able to specify all interested entities in a query due to partial knowledge. We propose a segmentation operator that takes sets of source and destination entities, and induces other important unknown entities satisfying a set of specified boundary criteria.

**Example 3:** In Fig. 4(a), we show two examples of segmentation query. In Query 1 ($Q_1$), Bob was interested in what Alice did in version $v_2$. He did not know the details of activities and the entities Alice touched, instead he set $\{dataset\}$, $\{weight\}$ as querying entities to see how the weight in Alice’s version $v_2$ was connected to the dataset. He filtered out uninterested edge types (e.g., $A$, $D$) and excluded actions in earlier commits (e.g., $v_1$) by setting the boundaries as two activities away from those querying entities. The system found connections among the querying entities, and included vertices within the boundaries. After interpreting the result, Bob knew Alice updated the model definitions in model. On the other hand, Alice would understand how Bob improved the accuracy and learn from him. In Query 2 ($Q_2$), instead of learned weight, accuracy property associated log entity is used as querying entity along with dataset. The result showed Bob only updated solver file.

**Summarization:** In workflow systems, querying the workflow skeleton (aka prospective provenance) is an important use case [12] and one of the provenance challenges [1]. In our context, even though a static workflow skeleton is not present, summarizing a skeleton of similar processing pipelines, showing commonalities and
identifying abnormal behaviors are very useful query capabilities. However, general graph summarization techniques [26] are not applicable to provenance graphs due to the subtle provenance meanings and constraints of the data model [35, 34, 36]. Hence, we propose a summarization operator with multi-resolution capabilities for provenance graphs. It operates over query results of segmentation and allows tuning the summary by ignoring vertex details and characterizing local structures, and ensures provenance meaning through path constraints.

Example 4: In Fig. 4(b), an outsider to the team (e.g., auditor, new team member) wanted to see the activity overview in the project. Segmentation queries (e.g., \( Q_1, Q_2 \) in Fig. 4(a)) only show individual trails of the analytics process at the snapshot level. The outsider issued a summarization query, Query 3 (\( Q_3 \)), by specifying the aggregation over three types of vertices (viewing Alice and Bob as an abstract team member, ignoring details of files and activities), and defining the provenance meanings as a 1-hop neighborhood. The system merged \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) into a summary graph. In Fig. 4(b), the vertices suffixed name with provenance types to show alternative generation process, while edges are labeled with their frequency of appearance among segments. The query issuer would vary the summary conditions at different resolutions.

See [31] for a more in-depth discussion, including new query execution techniques for such queries.

6 Related Work

There has been much work on scientific workflow systems over the years, with some of the prominent systems being Kepler, Taverna, Galaxy, iPlant, VisTrails, Chimera, Pegasus, to name a few. These systems often center around creating, automating, and monitoring a well-defined workflow or data analysis pipeline. But they cannot easily handle fast-changing pipelines, and typically are not suitable for ad hoc collaborative data science workflows where clear established pipelines may not exist except in the final, stable versions. Moreover, these systems typically do not support the entire range of tools or systems that the users may want to use, they impose a high overhead on the user time and can substantially increase the development time, and often require using specific computational environment. Further, many of these systems require centralized storage and computation, which may not be an option for large datasets.

Many users find version control systems (e.g., git, svn) and related hosted platforms (e.g., GitHub, GitLab) more appropriate for their day-to-day needs. However, these systems are typically too “low-level”, and don’t support capturing higher-level workflows or provenance information. The versioning API supported by these systems is based on a notion of files, and is not capable of allowing data researchers to reason about data contained within versions and the relationships between the versions in a holistic manner. PROVDB can be seen as providing rich introspection and querying capabilities those systems lack.

Recently, there is emerging interest in developing systems for managing different aspects in the modeling lifecycle, such as building modeling lifecycle platforms [11], accelerating iterative modeling process [45], managing developed models [44, 33], organizing lifecycle provenance and metadata [21, 30, 41], auto-selecting models [27], hosting and discovering reference models [43, 32], and assisting collaboration [24]. Issues of querying evolving and verbose provenance effectively are typically not considered in that work.

There has also been much work on provenance, with increasing interest in the recent years. The work in that space can be roughly categorized in two types: data provenance (aka fine-granularity) and workflow provenance (aka coarse-granularity). Data provenance is discussed in dataflow systems, such as RDBMS, Pig Latin, and Spark [19, 3, 23], while workflow provenance studies address complex interactions among high-level conceptual components in various computational tasks, such as scientific workflows, business processes, and cybersecurity [20, 20, 12, 9]. Unlike retrospective query facilities in scientific workflow provenance systems [20], their processes are predefined in workflow skeletons, and multiple executions generate different instance-level

\(^2\)We omit the citations for brevity; a more detailed discussion with citations can be found in [30, 31]
provenance run graphs and have clear boundaries. Taking advantages of the skeleton, there are lines of research for advanced ancestry query processing, such as defining user views over such skeleton to aid queries on verbose run graphs [16], executing reachability query on the run graphs efficiently [8], storing run graphs generated by the skeletons compactly [5], and using visualization as examples to ease query construction [10].

Most relevant work is querying evolving script provenance [39, 40]. Because script executions form clear run graph boundary, query facilities to visualize and difference execution run graphs are proposed. In our context, as there are no clear boundaries of run graphs, it is crucial to design query facilities allowing the user to express the logical run graph segments and specify the boundary conditions first. Our method can also be applied on script provenance by segmenting within and summarizing across evolving run graphs.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our approach to simplify lifecycle management of ad hoc, collaborative analysis workflows that are becoming prevalent in most application domains today. Our system, PROVDB, is based on the premise that a large amount of provenance and metadata information can be captured passively, and analyzing that information in novel ways can immensely simplify the day-to-day processes undertaken by data analysts. Our initial experience with using this prototype for a deep learning workflow (for a computer vision task) shows that even with limited functionality, it can simplify the bookkeeping tasks and make it easy to compare the effects of different hyperparameters and neural network structures. However, many interesting and hard systems and conceptual challenges remain to be addressed in capturing and exploiting such information to its fullest extent. In particular, there are many potential ways to use the rich provenance and context metadata that PROVDB collects to answer explanation queries to understand the origins of a piece of data or introspection queries to identify practices like p-value hacking. Continuous monitoring of this data can also help identify issues during deployment of data science pipelines (e.g., concept drifts). In addition, the large volumes of versioned provenance information requires development of new graph data management systems, including new graph query operators, that we are actively investigating in ongoing work.
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Abstract

Machine learning development creates multiple new challenges that are not present in a traditional software development lifecycle. These include keeping track of the myriad inputs to an ML application (e.g., data versions, code and tuning parameters), reproducing results, and production deployment. In this paper, we summarize these challenges from our experience with Databricks customers, and describe MLflow, an open source platform we recently launched to streamline the machine learning lifecycle. MLflow covers three key challenges: experimentation, reproducibility, and model deployment, using generic APIs that work with any ML library, algorithm and programming language. The project has a rapidly growing open source community, with over 50 contributors since its launch in June 2018.

1 Introduction

Machine learning development requires solving new problems that are not part of the standard software development lifecycle. For example, while traditional software has a well-defined set of product features to be built, ML development tends to revolve around experimentation: the ML developer will constantly experiment with new datasets, models, software libraries, tuning parameters, etc. to optimize a business metric such as model accuracy. Because model performance depends heavily on the input data and training process, reproducibility is paramount throughout ML development. Finally, in order to have business impact, ML applications need to be deployed to production, which means both deploying a model in a way that can be used for inference (e.g., REST serving) and deploying scheduled jobs to regularly update the model. This is especially challenging when deployment requires collaboration with another team, such as application engineers who are not ML experts.

Based on our conversations with dozens of Databricks customers that use machine learning, these lifecycle problems are a major bottleneck in practice. Although today’s ML libraries provide tools for part of the lifecycle, there are no standard systems and interfaces to manage the full process. For example, TensorFlow offers a training API and a Serving system [2], but TensorFlow Serving cannot easily be used for models from another ML library, or from an incompatible version of TensorFlow. In practice, an organization will need to run models from multiple ML libraries, TensorFlow versions, etc., and has to design its own infrastructure for this task.

Faced with these challenges, many organizations try to “lock down” the ML development process to obtain reproducibility and deployability. Some organizations develop internal guidelines for ML development, such as which libraries one can use that the production team will support. Others develop internal ML platforms (e.g., Facebook’s FBLearner [6], Uber’s Michelangelo [11] and Google’s TFX [2]): APIs that ML developers must
use in order to build deployable models. Unfortunately, both approaches limit ML developers in the algorithms and libraries they can use, decreasing their ability to experiment, and both create substantial engineering work whenever the ML developers want to use new libraries or models.

In this paper, we summarize our experience with ML lifecycle challenges at Databricks customers and describe MLflow, an open source ML platform we are developing to address these challenges. MLflow’s key principle is an open interface design, where data scientists and engineers can bring their own training code, metrics, and inference logic while benefitting from a structured development process. For example, a “model” saved in MLflow can simply be a Python function (and associated library dependencies) that MLflow then knows how to deploy in various environments (e.g., batch or real-time scoring). Other MLflow abstractions are likewise based on generic interfaces, such as REST APIs and Docker containers. Compared to existing ML platforms like FBLearner, Michelangelo and TFX, this open interface design gives users flexibility and control while retaining the benefits of lifecycle management. The current version of MLflow provides APIs for experiment tracking, reproducible runs and model packaging and deployment, usable in Python, Java and R. We describe these APIs and some sample MLflow use cases to show how the system can streamline the machine learning lifecycle.

2 Challenges in Machine Learning Development

ML faces many of the challenges in traditional software development, such as testing, code review, monitoring, etc. In other ways, however, ML applications are different from traditional software, and present new problems.

One of the main differences is that the goal in machine learning is to optimize a specific metric, such as prediction accuracy, instead of simply meeting a set of functional requirements. For example, for a retailer, every 1% improvement in prediction accuracy for a recommendation engine might lead to millions of dollars in revenue, so the ML team working on this engine will continuously want to improve the model. This means that ML developers wish to continuously experiment with the latest models, software libraries, etc., to improve target metrics. Beyond this difference in objective, ML applications are more complex to manage because their performance depends on training data, tuning, and concerns such as overfitting that do not occur in other applications. Finally, ML applications are often developed by teams or individuals with very different expertise, and hand-off between these individuals can be challenging. For example, a data scientist might be an expert at ML training, and use her skills to create a model, but she might need to pass the model to a software engineer for deployment within an application. Any errors in this process (e.g., mismatched software versions or data formats) might lead to incorrect results that are hard for a software engineer without ML knowledge to debug.

Based on these requirements in working with ML, we found four challenges to arise repeatedly at ML users:

1. Multitude of tools. Hundreds of software tools cover each phase of ML development, from data preparation to model training to deployment. However, unlike traditional software development, where teams select one tool for each phase, ML developers usually want to try every available tool (e.g., algorithm) to see whether it improves results. For example, a team might try multiple preprocessing libraries (e.g., Pandas and Apache Spark) to featurize data; multiple model types (e.g. trees and deep learning); and even multiple frameworks for the same model type (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch) to run various models published online by researchers.

2. Experiment tracking. Machine learning results are affected by dozens of configurable parameters, ranging from the input data to hyperparameters and preprocessing code. Whether an individual is working alone or on a team, it is difficult to track which parameters, code, and data went into each experiment to produce a model.

3. Reproducibility. Without detailed tracking, teams often have trouble getting the same code to work again. For example, a data scientist passing her training code to an engineer for use in production might see problems if the engineer modifies it, and even a user working alone needs to reliably reproduce old results to stay productive.
4. Production deployment. Moving an application to production can be challenging, both for inference and training. First, there are a plethora of possible inference environments, such as REST serving, batch scoring and mobile applications, but there is no standard way to move models from any library to these diverse environments. Second, the model training pipeline also needs to be reliably converted to a scheduled job, which requires care to reproduce the software environments, parameters, etc. used in development. Production deployment is especially challenging because it often requires passing the ML application to a different team with less ML expertise.

To address these problems, we believe that ML development processes should be explicitly designed to promote reproducibility, deployability, etc. The challenge is how to do so while leaving maximum flexibility for ML developers to build the best possible model. This led us to the open interface design philosophy for MLflow.

3 MLflow Overview

To structure the ML development process while leaving users maximum flexibility, we built MLflow around an open interface philosophy: the system should define general interfaces for each abstraction (e.g., a training step, a deployment tool or a model) that allow users to bring their own code or workflows. For example, many existing ML tools represent models using a serialization format, such as TensorFlow graphs [1], ONNX [14] or PMML [9], when passing them from training to serving. This restricts applications to using specific libraries. In contrast, in MLflow, a model can be represented simply as a Python function (and library dependency information), so any development tool that knows how to run a Python function can run such a model. For more specialized deployment tools, a model can also expose other interfaces called “flavors” (e.g., an ONNX graph) while still remaining viewable as just a Python function. As another example, MLflow exposes most of its features through REST APIs that can called from any programming language.

More specifically, MLflow provides three components, which can either be used together or separately:

- **MLflow Tracking**, which is an API for recording experiment runs, including code used, parameters, input data, metrics, and arbitrary output files. These runs can then be queried through an API or UI.

- **MLflow Projects**, a simple format for packaging code into reusable projects. Each project defines its environment (e.g., software libraries required), the code to run, and parameters that can be used to call the project programmatically in a multi-step workflow or in automated tools such as hyperparameter tuners.

- **MLflow Models**, a generic format for packaging models (both the code and data required) that can work with diverse deployment tools (e.g., batch and real-time inference).

3.1 MLflow Tracking

MLflow Tracking is an API for logging and querying experiment runs, which consist of parameters, code versions, metrics and arbitrary output files called artifacts. Users can start/end runs and log metrics, parameters and artifacts using simple API calls, as shown below using MLflow’s Python API:

```python
# Log parameters, which are arbitrary key-value pairs
mlflow.log_param("num_dimensions", 8)
mlflow.log_param("regularization", 0.1)

# Log metrics; each metric can also be updated throughout the run
mlflow.log_metric("accuracy", 0.8)
mlflow.log_metric("r2", 0.4)

# Log artifacts (arbitrary output files)
mlflow.log_artifact("precision_recall.png")
```
MLflow Tracking API calls can be inserted anywhere users run code (e.g., standalone applications or Jupyter notebooks running in the cloud). The tracking API logs results to a local directory by default, but it can also be configured to log over the network to a server, allowing teams to share a centralized MLflow tracking server and compare results from multiple developers.

Once users have recorded runs, MLflow allows users to query them through an API or web-based UI (Figure 1). This UI includes the ability to organize runs into groups called Experiments, search and sort them, and compare groups of runs, enabling users to build a custom leaderboard for each of their ML problems and even compare results across teams. The UI is inspired by experiment visualization tools such as Sacred [12], ModelDB [15] and TensorBoard [8], and supports similar visualizations and queries.

![MLflow Tracking UI](mlflow_tracking_ui.png)

**Figure 1:** MLflow Tracking UI showing several runs in an experiment. Clicking each run lists its metrics, artifacts and output details and lets the user post comments about the run.

### 3.2 MLflow Projects

MLflow Projects provide a simple format for packaging reproducible data science code. Each project is simply a directory with code or a Git repository, and uses a descriptor file to specify its dependencies and how to run the code. A MLflow Project is defined by a simple YAML file called MLproject, as shown below:

```yaml
name: My Project
conda_env: conda.yaml
entry_points:
  main:
    parameters:
      data_file: path
      alpha: {type: float, default: 0.1}
    command: "python train.py --reg-param {alpha} --data {data_file}"```
Projects can specify their dependencies through a Conda environment or (in an upcoming release) a Docker container specification. A project may also have multiple entry points for invoking runs, with named parameters that downstream users can provide without understanding the internals of the project.

Users can run projects using the `mlflow run` command line tool, either from local files or a Git repository:

```
mlflow run git@github.com:databricks/mlflow-example.git -P alpha=0.5
```

Alternatively, projects can be called programatically using MLflow’s API. This can be used to implement multi-step workflows or to pass projects a “black box” into automated tools such as hyperparameter search [3].

In either case, MLflow will automatically set up the project’s runtime environment and execute it. If the code inside the project uses the MLflow Tracking API, MLflow will also remember the project version executed (that is, the Git commit) and show an `mlflow run` command to re-execute it in its UI. Finally, MLflow projects can also be submitted to cloud platforms such as Databricks for remote execution.

### 3.3 MLflow Models

MLflow Models are a convention for packaging machine learning models in multiple formats called “flavors”, allowing diverse tools to understand the model at different levels of abstractions. MLflow also offers a variety of built-in tools to deploy models in its standard favors. For example, the same model can be deployed as a Docker container for REST serving, as an Apache Spark user-defined function (UDF) for batch inference, or into cloud-managed serving platforms like Amazon SageMaker and Azure ML.

Each MLflow Model is simply stored as a directory containing arbitrary files and an MLmodel YAML file that lists the flavors it can be used in and additional metadata about how it was created:

```
time_created: 2018-02-21T13:34:12
run_id: c4b65fc2c57f4b6d80c6e58a9dcb9f01
flavors:
  sklearn:
    sklearn_version: 0.19.1
    pickled_model: model.pkl
  python_function:
    loader_module: mlflow.sklearn
    pickled_model: model.pkl
```

In this example, the model can be used with tools that support either the `sklearn` or `python_function` model flavors. For example, the MLflow SciKit-Learn library knows how to load a `sklearn` model as a SciKit-Learn Python object, but other deployment tools, such as running the model in a Docker HTTP server, only understand lower-level flavors like `python_function`. In addition, models logged using MLflow Tracking APIs will automatically include a reference to that run’s unique ID, letting users discover how they were built.

### 4 Example Use Cases

In this section, we describe three sample MLflow use cases to highlight how users can leverage each component.

**Experiment tracking.** A European energy company is using MLflow to track and update hundreds of energy grid models. This team’s goal is to build a time series model for every major energy producer (e.g., power plant) and consumer (e.g., factory), monitor these using standard metrics, and combine the predictions to drive business processes such as pricing. Because a single team is responsible for hundreds of models, possibly using different ML libraries, it was important to have a standard development and tracking process. The team has standardized on using Jupyter notebooks for development, MLflow Tracking for metrics, and Databricks jobs for inference.
Reproducible projects. An online marketplace is using MLflow Projects to package deep learning jobs using Keras and run them in the cloud. Each data scientist develops models locally on his or her laptop using a small dataset, checks them into a Git repository with an MLproject file, and submits remote runs of the project to GPU instances in the cloud for large-scale training or hyperparameter search. Using MLflow Projects makes it easy to create the same software environment in the cloud and share project code between different data scientists.

Model packaging. The data science team at an e-commerce site is using MLflow Models to package recommendation models for use by application engineers. The technical challenge here was that the recommendation application includes both a standard, “off-the-shelf” recommendation model and custom business logic for pre- and post-processing. For example, the application might include custom code to make sure that the recommended items are diverse. This business logic needs to change in sync with the model, and the data science team wants to control both the business logic and the model, without having to submit a patch to the web application each time this logic has to change. Moreover, the team wants to A/B test distinct models with distinct versions of the processing logic. The solution was to package both the recommendation model and the custom logic using the python_function flavor in an MLflow Model, which can then be deployed and tested as a single unit.

5 Related Work

Many software systems aim to simplify ML development. The closest to our work are the end-to-end “ML platforms” at large web companies. For example, Facebook’s FBLearner lets users write reusable workflow steps that run over data in Apache Hive [6]; Uber’s Michelangelo gives users a toolkit of algorithms to choose from that it can automatically train and deploy [11]; and Google’s TFX provides data preparation and serving tools around TensorFlow [2]. Anecdotally, these platforms greatly accelerate ML development, showing the benefits of standardizing the ML lifecycle. However, they generally restrict users to a specific set of algorithms or libraries, so teams are on their own when they step outside these boundaries. Our goal in MLflow is to let users easily bring their own tools and software in as many steps in the process as possible through our “open interface” design. This includes custom training steps, inference code, and logged parameters and artifacts.

Other systems also tackle specific problems within the ML lifecycle. For example, Sacred [12], ModelDB [15] and TensorBoard [8] let users track experiments; PMML [9] and ONNX [14] are cross-library model serialization formats; Clipper [3] can deploy arbitrary models as Docker containers; and CDE [10], CodaLab [13], Binder [4] and Repo2Docker [7] enable reproducible software runs. MLflow combines these concepts with new ones, such as multi-flavor model packaging, into a unified system design and API.

6 Conclusion

For machine learning to have widespread commercial impact, organizations require the same kinds of reliable engineering processes around ML that exist in other engineering disciplines such as software development. In this paper, we have described some of the key challenges that differentiate ML development from traditional software development, such as experimentation, reproducibility, and reliable production deployment. We have also described MLflow, a software platform that can structure the machine learning lifecycle while giving users broad flexibility to use their own ML algorithms, software libraries and development processes. MLflow is available as open source software at https://www.mlflow.org.
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Abstract

As Machine Learning (ML) is becoming ubiquitously used within applications, developers need effective solutions to build and deploy their ML models across a large set of scenarios, from IoT devices to the cloud. Unfortunately, the current state of the art in model serving suggests to deliver predictions by running models in containers. While this solution eases the operationalization of models, we observed that it is not flexible enough to address the variety of ML scenarios encountered in large companies such as Microsoft. In this paper, we will overview ML.NET—a recently open sourced ML pipeline framework—and describe how ML models written in ML.NET can be seamlessly integrated into applications. Finally, we will discuss how model serving can be cast to a database problem, and provide insights on our recent experience in building a database optimizer for ML.NET pipelines.

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) is transitioning from an art and science into a technology readily available to every developer. In the near future, every application on every platform will rely on trained models for functionalities that evade traditional programming due to their complex statistical nature. This unfolding future—where most applications make use of at least one model—profoundly differs from the current practice in which data science and software engineering are performed in separate and different processes and sometimes even by different teams and organizations. Furthermore, in current practice, models are routinely deployed and managed in completely distinct ways from other software artifacts: while typical software libraries are seamlessly compiled and run on a myriad of heterogeneous devices, ML models are often implemented in high-level languages (e.g., Python) and relegated to be run as web services in remotely hosted containers [3, 10, 12, 15, 22]. Ad-hoc solutions or bespoken re-engineering strategies can be pursued to address specific applications (e.g., low latency scenarios as in obstacle detection for self-driving cars), but these efforts are not scalable in general. Therefore they are inappropriate for enterprise-scale ML needs as the one that can be observed in large companies. This pattern not only severely limits the kinds of applications one can build with ML capabilities, but also discourages developers from embracing ML as a core component of applications.

ML.NET [9] is the end-to-end solution provided by Microsoft to address the above problems. ML.NET is an open source ML framework allowing developers to author and deploy in their applications complex ML pipelines composed of data featurizers and state of the art ML models. Pipelines implemented and trained using ML.NET can be seamlessly surfaced for prediction without any modification, and adding a model into an application is as easy as importing the ML.NET runtime and binding the input/output data sources. ML.NET’s
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ability to capture full, end-to-end pipelines has been demonstrated by the fact that thousands of Microsoft’s data scientists and developers have been using ML.NET over the past decade, infusing hundreds of products and services with ML models used by hundreds of millions of users worldwide.

In this paper, we will give an overview of current state of the art practices for surfacing ML pipelines into applications, and we will highlight the limitations of using containers to operationalize models for application consumption. We will then introduce how ML.NET allows developers to design their data-driven applications end-to-end without having to rely on any external resource. Finally, we will present few challenges we have observed in running ML.NET models in production, and how these can be addressed by considering models as Direct Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) of operators instead of black-box executable code. Specifically, we will describe a new ML.NET runtime for model scoring called PRETZEL. PRETZEL treats model scoring as a database problem and, as such, it employs database techniques to optimize the performance of predictions.

2 Background: ML Pipelines

Many ML frameworks such as Spark MLlib [2], H2O [6], Scikit-learn [23], or Microsoft ML.NET [9] allow data scientists to declaratively author pipelines of transformations for better productivity and easy operationalization. Model pipelines are internally represented as DAGs of pre-defined operators comprising data transformations and featurizers (e.g., string tokenization, hashing, etc.), and ML models (e.g., decision trees, linear models, SVMs, etc.). Figure 1 shows an example pipeline for text analysis whereby input sentences are classified according to the expressed sentiment.

ML.NET is an open-source C# library running on a managed runtime with garbage collection and Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation. ML.NET’s main abstraction is called DataView, which borrows ideas from the database community. Similarly to (intensional) database relations, the DataView abstraction provides compositional processing of schematized data, but specializes it for ML pipelines. In relational databases, the term view typically indicates the result of a query on one or more tables (base relations) or views, and is generally immutable [18]. Views have interesting properties that differentiate them from tables and make them appropriate abstractions for ML: (1) views are composable—new views are formed by applying transformations (queries) over other views; (2) views are virtual, i.e., they can be lazily computed on demand from other views or tables without having to materialize any partial results; and (3) since a view does not contain values but merely computes values from its source views, it is immutable and deterministic: the exact same computation applied over the same input data always produces the same result. Immutability and deterministic computation enables transparent data caching (for speeding up iterative computations such as ML algorithms) and safe parallel execution. DataView inherits the aforementioned database view properties, namely: compositability, lazy evaluation, immutability, and deterministic execution.

In ML.NET, pipelines are represented as DAGs of operators, each of them implementing the DataView

---

Note that user-defined code can still be executed through a second order operator accepting arbitrary UDFs.

Unmanaged C/C++ code can also be employed to speed up processing when possible.
interface and executing a featurization step or a ML model. Upon pipeline initialization, the operators composing
the model DAG are analyzed and arranged to form a chain of function calls which, at execution time, are JIT-
compiled to form a unique function executing the whole DAG on a single call. Operators are able to gracefully
and efficiently handle high-dimensional and large datasets thanks to cursoring, which resembles the well-known
iterator model of databases [17]: within the execution chain, inputs are pulled through each operator to produce
intermediate vectors that are input to the following operators, until a prediction or a trained model is rendered as
the final output of the pipeline. We refer readers to [13] for further details on ML.NET.

3 Model Serving: An Overview

![Diagram](image)

(a) Models are deployed into containers, connected to a Serving System via RPC. To score the models, applications must call into the Web Server hosted on the Serving System using a REST API.

(b) ML.NET allows developers to deploy models directly into their applications and without any additional custom engineering effort.

(c) With the white-box approach, models’ structural information can be used to optimize the execution. As in (b), applications can directly access the models by importing the Scoring Server Runtime.

Figure 2: Three different ways to deploy models into applications. (a) and (b) represent two variations of the black-box approach where the invocation of the function chain (e.g., predict()) on a pipeline returns the result of the prediction. (c) shows the white-box approach.

In this Section, we survey how models are commonly operationalized in industry. The most popular (and easiest) method to deploy ML models (in general, and pipelines in particular) is what we refer to as black box. Under this approach, internal pipelines’ information and structures are not considered inasmuch as pipelines are opaque executable code accepting some input record(s) and producing a prediction. Within the black box approach, there are two possible ways for a developer to deploy models, and consequently for an application to request and consume predictions. The first option (à la Clipper [3], depicted in Figure 2(a) and further described in Section 3.1) is to ship models into containers (e.g., Docker [4]) wired with proper Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) to a Web Server. With this approach, predictions have to go through the network and be rendered on the cloud: low latency or edge scenarios are therefore out of scope. The second option (Figure 2(b) and detailed in Section 3.2) is to integrate the model logic directly into the application (à la ML.NET: the model is a dynamic library the application can link). This approach is suitable for the cloud as well as for edge devices and it unlocks low latency scenarios. However, we still find this approach sub-optimal with respect to customized solutions because it ships the same training pipeline code for prediction. In fact, while using the same code is a great advantage because it removes the need for costly translation work, it implicitly assumes that training and prediction happen in the same regime. However, prediction serving is much more latency sensitive. The white box approach (Section 3.3) depicted in Figure 2(c) tackles the aforementioned problem by considering ML pipelines not anymore as black-box artifacts, but as DAGs of operators, and therefore it tries to rewrite them using optimizations specifically tailored to prediction-time scenarios. We next provide additional details on each of the three possibilities.
3.1 Deploying Models into Containers

Most serving systems in the state of the art [3, 8, 10, 12, 15, 22] aim to minimize the burden of deploying trained pipelines in production by serving them in containers, where the same code is used for both training and inference. This design allows decoupling models from serving system development, and eases the implementation of mechanisms and policies for fault tolerance and scalability. Furthermore, hardware acceleration can be exploited when available. A typical container-based, model serving system follows the design depicted in Figure 2(a): containers are connected to a Serving System (e.g., Clipper) via RPC, and, to score models, applications should contact the Serving System by invoking a Web Server through a REST API. Developers are responsible for setting up the communication between their applications and the Serving System, but this is in general an easy task as most Serving Systems provide convenient libraries (e.g., Microsoft ML Server [8]). Implementing model containers for new ML frameworks and integrating them with the Serving System requires a reasonable amount of effort: for example, a graduate student spent a couple of weeks to implement the protocol for integrating an ML.NET container into Clipper.

Limitations. While serving models via containers greatly eases operationalization, we found though that it is not flexible enough to accommodate the requirements stemming from running ML models at Microsoft scale. For instance, containers allow resource isolation and thus achieve effective multitenancy, but each container comes with its own runtime (e.g., an ML.NET instance) and set of processes, thus introducing memory overheads that can possibly be higher than the actual model size. Additionally, the RPC layer and REST API introduce network communication costs, which are especially relevant for models that have millisecond-level prediction latency. Finally, only a restricted set of optimizations are available, specifically those that do not require any knowledge of the internals of the pipelines; examples are handling multiple requests in batches and caching prediction results if some inputs queries are frequently issued for the same pipeline. Instead, any optimization specific to the model is out of scope, as from the inscrutable nature of its container.

3.2 Importing Models Directly into Applications

At Microsoft, we have encountered the problem of model deployment across a wide spectrum of applications ranging from Bing Ads to Excel, PowerPoint and Windows 10, and running over diverse hardware configurations ranging from desktops, to custom hardware (e.g., XBox and IoT devices) and to high performance servers [1, 5, 7]. To allow such diverse use cases, an ML toolkit deeply embedded into applications should not only satisfy several intrinsic constraints (e.g., scale up or down based on the available main memory and number of cores) but also preserve the benefits commonly associated with model containerization, i.e., (1) it has to capture the full prediction pipeline that takes a test example from a given domain (e.g., an email with headers and body) and to produce a prediction that can often be structured and domain-specific (e.g., a collection of likely short responses); and (2) it has to allow to seamlessly carry the complete train-time pipeline into production for model inference. This later requirement is the keystone for building effective, reproducible pipelines [27].

ML.NET is able to implement all the above desiderata. Once a model is trained in ML.NET, the full training pipeline can be saved and directly surfaced for prediction serving without any external modification. Figure 2(b) depicts the ML.NET solution for black-box model deployment and serving: models are integrated into application logic natively and predictions can be served in any OS (Linux, Windows, Android, MacOS) or device supported by the .NET Core framework. This approach removes the overhead of managing containers and implementing RPC functionalities to communicate with the Serving System. In this way, application developers
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3Note that TensorFlow Serving [12] is slightly more flexible since users are allowed to split model pipelines and serve them into different containers (called servables). However, this process is manual and occurs when building the container image, ignoring the final running environment.

4In the case of ML.NET pipelines, the C# runtime in the container can optimize the code of the model, but not the model itself as we propose in the following.
are facilitated for writing applications with ML models inside. Nevertheless, models can still be deployed in the cloud if suggested by the application domain (e.g., because of special hardware requirements).

**Limitations.** ML.NET assumes no knowledge and no control over the pipeline inasmuch as the same code is executed both for training and prediction. \(^5\) This is in general good practice because it simplifies the process of training-inference skew debugging [27]. Nevertheless, we found that such approach is sub-optimal from a performance perspective. For instance, transfer learning, A/B testing and model personalization are getting popular. Such trends produce models DAGs with high chance of overlapping structure and similar parameters, but these similarities cannot be recognized nor exploited using a black-box approach. Furthermore, it is common practice for in-memory data-intensive systems to pipeline operators in order to minimize memory accesses for memory-intensive workloads, and to vectorize compute-intensive operators in order to minimize the number of instructions per data item [16, 28]. ML.NET’s operator-at-a-time model [28] is sub-optimal because computation is organized around logical operators, ignoring how those operators behave together: in the example of the sentiment analysis pipeline of Figure 1, logistic regression is commutative and associative (e.g., dot product between vectors) and can be pipelined with Char and WordNgram, eliminating the need for the Concat operation and the related buffers for intermediate results. Note that this optimization is applicable only at prediction-time whereas at training-time logistic regression runs the selected optimization algorithm. We refer readers to [19] for further limitations arising when serving models for prediction using the black-box approach.

3.3 **White Box Model Serving**

As we have seen so far, black-box approaches disallow any optimization and sharing of resources among models. Such limitations are overcome by the white box approach embraced by systems such as TVM [14] and PRETZEL [19]. Figure 2(c) sketches white-box prediction serving. Models are registered to a Runtime that considers them not as mere executable code but as DAGs of operators. Applications can request predictions by directly including the Runtime in their logic (similarly to how SQLite databases [11] can be integrated into applications), or by submitting a REST request to a cloud-hosted Runtime. The white box approach enables the Runtime to apply optimizations over the models such as operator reordering to improve latency or operator and sub-graph sharing to improve memory consumption and computation reuse (through caching). Thorough scheduling of pipelines’ components can be managed within the Runtime, which controls the whole workload so that optimal allocation decisions can be made for running machines to high utilization and avoid many of the aforementioned overheads. In general, we have identified the following optimization opportunities for white-box model serving.

**End-to-end Optimizations:** The operationalization of models for prediction should focus on computation units making optimal decisions on how data are processed and results are computed, to keep low latency and graceful degradation of performance with increasing load. Such computation units should: (1) avoid memory allocation on the data path; (2) avoid creating separate routines per operator when possible, which are sensitive to branch mis-prediction and poor data locality [21]; and (3) avoid reflection and JIT compilation at prediction time. Optimal computation units can be compiled Ahead-Of-Time (AOT) since pipeline and operator characteristics are known upfront, and often statistics from training are available. The only decision to make at runtime is where to allocate the computation units based on available resources and constraints.

**Multi-model Optimizations:** To take full advantage of the fact that pipelines often use similar operators and parameters, shareable components have to be uniquely stored in memory and reused as much as possible to achieve optimal memory usage. Similarly, execution units should be shared at runtime and resources should be properly pooled and managed, so that multiple prediction requests can be evaluated concurrently. Partial results, for example outputs of featurization steps, can be saved and re-used among multiple similar pipelines.

Out of these guidelines, the next Section describes a prototype runtime for ML.NET enabling white-box model serving.

\(^5\)Indeed, already trained operators will bypass the execution of the learning algorithm and directly apply the previously learned parameters.
4 A Database Runtime for Model Serving

Following the guidelines of white-box model serving, we implemented PRETZEL [19, 24], a new runtime for ML.NET specifically tailored for high-performance prediction serving. PRETZEL views models as database queries and employs database techniques to optimize DAGs and to improve end-to-end performance. The problem of optimizing co-located pipelines is casted as a multi-query optimization and techniques such as view materialization are employed to speed up pipeline execution. Memory and CPU resources are shared in the form of vector and thread pools, such that overheads for instantiating memory and threads are paid only upfront at initialization time. PRETZEL is organized in 6 main components. A data-flow-style language integrated API called Flour with related compiler and optimizer called Oven are used in concert to convert ML.NET pipelines into model plans. An Object Store saves and shares parameters among plans. A Runtime manages compiled plans and their execution, while a Scheduler manages the dynamic decisions on how to schedule plans based on machine workload. Finally, a FrontEnd is used to submit prediction requests to the system.

In PRETZEL, deployment and serving of model pipelines follow a two-phase process as illustrated in Figure 3(a) and 3(b). During the off-line phase, pre-trained ML.NET pipelines are translated into Flour transformations. Oven optimizer re-arranges and fuses transformations into model plans composed of parameterized logical units called stages. Each logical stage is then AOT-compiled into physical computation units. Logical and physical stages together with model parameters and training statistics form a model plan. Model plans are registered for prediction serving in the Runtime where physical stages and parameters are shared among pipelines with similar model plans. In the on-line phase, when an inference request for a registered model plan is received, physical stages are parameterized dynamically with the proper values maintained in the Object Store. The Scheduler is in charge of binding physical stages to shared execution units.

Figure 3: How PRETZEL system works in two phases: (a) Offline and (b) Online.

PRETZEL compiles a model pipeline into an optimized, executable plan following 3 steps:

1. **Model conversion**: Flour is an an intermediate representation, which makes PRETZEL’s optimizations applicable to various ML frameworks (although the currently implementation is for ML.NET). Once a pipeline is ported into Flour, it can be optimized and compiled into a model plan. Flour provides a language-integrated API similar to KeystoneML [25] or LINQ [20], where sequences of transformations
are chained into DAGs and lazily compiled for execution.

2. **Optimization**: Oven’s rule-based Optimizer rewrites a model pipeline represented in Flour into a graph of logical stages. Initially, the Optimizer applies rules for schema propagation, schema validation and graph validation. The rules check whether the input schema of each data transformation is valid (e.g., WordNgram in Figure 1 takes a text as input) and the structure of the graph is well-formed (e.g., only one final predictor model at the end). The next rules are used to build stages by traversing the entire graph to find pipeline-breaking transformations that require all inputs to be fully materialized (e.g., normalizer): all transformations up to that point are then grouped into a stage. By leveraging stage graphs similar to Spark [26], PRETZEL can run computations more efficiently than the operator-at-a-time strategy of ML.NET. The stage graph is then optimized by recursively applying rules such as (1) removing unnecessary branches (similar to common sub-expression elimination); (2) merging stages containing identical transformations; (3) inlining stages that contain only one transformation.

3. **Compilation**: After building the stage graph, a Model Plan Compiler (MPC) translates the graphs into physical stages, which are AOT-compiled, parameterized, and result in lock-free computation unit. Logical and physical stages have a 1-to-n mapping, and MPC selects the most efficient physical implementation given the logical stage’s parameters (e.g., the maximum length of n-grams) and statistics (e.g., whether the vector is dense or sparse). During the translation process, MPC saves the additional parameters required for running stage code (e.g., a dictionary consisting of frequency of n-grams) into the ObjectStore in order to share them with other stages with the same parameters. Finally, model plans are registered into the Runtime. Model plans consist of mappings between logical representations, physical implementations and the associated parameters. Upon registration, physical stages composing a plan are loaded into a system catalog. When a prediction request is submitted to the system, the AOT-compiled physical stages are initialized with the parameters from the mapping in the model plan, which allows PRETZEL Runtime to share the same physical implementation among multiple pipelines.

5 Conclusion

Inspired by the growth of ML applications and ML-as-a-service platforms, this paper identifies three strategies for operationalizing trained models: container-based, direct import into applications, and the white-box approach. Using ML.NET as use case, we listed a set of limitations on how existing systems fall short in key requirements for ML prediction-serving, disregarding the optimization of model execution in favor of ease of deployment. Finally, we describe how the problem of serving predictions can be casted as a database problem, whereby end-to-end and multi-query optimization strategies are applied to ML pipelines.

We recognize that much work remains to be done for achieving a seamless and efficient integration of ML models with applications and development processes. While we believe that ML.NET and PRETZEL are a step in the right direction, equivalents in data science for common tools and techniques in software development (e.g., unit/integration test, build server, code review, versioning, backward compatibility, and lifecycle management) are not defined yet. We encourage the community to engage in the work towards closing those gaps.
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Abstract

Here we provide a summary of the Workshop on Common Model Infrastructure which was organized at KDD 2018 to focus on model lifecycle management and the tools and infrastructure needed to support development, testing, discovery, sharing, reuse, and reproducibility of machine learning, data mining, and data analytics models.

This workshop was organized by Chaitan Baru, UC San Diego; Amol Deshpande, University of Maryland; Robert Grossman, University of Chicago; Bill Howe, University of Washington; Jun Huan, Baidu; Vandana Janeja, University of Maryland Baltimore County; and, Arun Kumar, UC San Diego. The workshop organizers would like to acknowledge the strong support and encouragement provided by KDD Workshop Chairs, Jun Huan and Nitesh Chawla.

1 Motivation

The Workshop on Common Model Infrastructure was organized at KDD 2018 to focus on model life-cycle management and the tools and infrastructure needed to support development, testing, discovery, sharing, reuse, and reproducibility of machine learning, data mining, and data analytics models.

The workshop provided a forum for discussion of emerging issues, challenges, and solutions in this area, focusing on the principles, services and infrastructure needed to help data scientists of every ilk—from scientific researchers to industry analysts, and other practitioners—share data analytics models, reproduce analysis results, support transfer learning, and reuse pre-constructed models.

The continuing, rapid accumulation of large amounts of data and increasing use of machine learning, data mining, and data analytics techniques across a broad range of applications creates the need for systematic approaches for managing the increasingly complex of the modeling processes, given the large numbers of data-driven models being generated. However, current modeling practices are rather ad hoc, often depending upon the experience and expertise of individual data scientists and types of pre-processing used, which may be specific to domains. Different application domains/disciplines may use similar models and modeling tools, yet, sharing is limited; modeling results often have poor reproducibility; information on when/how a model works, and when it may fail, is oftentimes not clearly recorded; model provenance and the original intent behind the knowledge discovery process is not well-recorded; and, furthermore, many predictive analytics algorithms are not transparent to end-users. The CMI workshop was designed as a forum to discuss these and related issues.
2 Workshop Format

CMI 2018 was a half-day workshop held on August 20th at KDD 2018, London, UK (https://cmi2018.sdsc.edu/). The workshop included three invited talks and two long lightning talks and four short lightning talks, selected from a set of submitted papers. Two of invited talks were from industry and one was from academia; four of the six lightning talks were from industry and two were from academia. The workshop ended with a group discussion, with all the speakers serving as an ad hoc panel. There were about 60 attendees at the workshop at any given time.

3 Invited Talks

The invited talk, “What is the code version control equivalent for ML and data science workflows?” by Clemens Mewald, Product Lead of TensorFlow Extended (TFX) from the Research & Machine Intelligence group at Google discussed how Google AI is addressing the challenges of managing the new paradigm of software development workflows being introduced in machine learning projects, which require code, data, and all derived artifacts (including models) to be indexed, updated, and shared. Traditionally, software developers primarily dealt with code that was compiled or interpreted, usually with deterministic behavior. With ML, products now rely on behaviors and patterns, often expressed as predictions, that are a function of code and evolving data plus models, leading to dynamic behaviors. The talk discussed the specific challenges faced by researchers and software engineers, and how systems like Google’s TensorFlow Extended and TensorFlow Hub are addressing these issues.

In the invited talk, “Why it is Important to Understand the Differences Between Deploying Analytic Models and Developing Analytic Models?”, Professor Bob Grossman from the University of Chicago highlighted the two cultures in data science and analytics — one that is focused on developing analytic models, and the other that focuses on deploying analytic models into operational systems. The talk described the typical lifecycle of analytic models and provided an overview of some of the approaches that have been developed for managing and deploying analytic models and workflows, which included an overview of languages for analytic models, such as PMML, and for analytic workflows, such as PFA. It was posited that there is the emerging discipline of AnalyticOps that has borrowed some of the techniques of DevOps.

The third invited talk on, “Beaker: A collaborative platform for rapid and reproducible research” was delivered by Marc Milstone, leader of the Aristo Engineering team at the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence. The talk described Beaker, a robust experimentation platform for computational researchers that helps streamline the reproducible training, analysis and dissemination of machine learning results. Beaker was designed collaboratively with researchers at the Allen Institute for AI, focusing on ease-of-use for AI research workflows. The goal of the Beaker system is to provide a tool to help researchers deal with the details of organizing results and scaling experiments, so that they may spend more time on discovery and validation of new ideas that advance their field, rather than on the various ancillary details of running computational experiments. Beaker utilizes systems like Docker and Kubernetes to help reduce the “cognitive overhead” of infrastructure.

4 Lightning Talks

Papers for all the talks are available here https://cmi2018.sdsc.edu/#accepted.

One of the “long talks” was on “Context: The Missing Piece in the Machine Learning Lifecycle”, presented by Rolando Garcia, UC Berkeley, on behalf of co-authors, Vikram Sreekanti, Neeraja Yadwadkar, Daniel Crankshaw, Joseph E. Gonzalez, and Joseph M. Hellerstein. The ML lifecycle is characterized as consisting of three phases—Pipeline Development, Training, and Inferencing—and they identify that the crucial missing
piece within and across every phase is context, viz., “all the information surrounding the use of data in an organization.” In current practice, the transitions between stages and teams are usually ad hoc and unstructured, which means that no single individual or system has a global, end-to-end view of the ML Lifecycle, leading to issues like irreproducibility, over-fitting, and missed opportunities for improved productivity, performance, and robustness.

The second “long talk” on “Fighting Redundancy and Model Decay with Embeddings” was presented by Dan Shiebler from the Twitter Cortex group, on behalf of co-authors Luca Belli, Jay Baxter, Hanchen Xiong, Abhishek Tayal. Twitter faces the issue that topics of interest are perpetually changing and evolving on the Internet at a fair rapid pace. Thus, models must keep up with the pace of change in the actual contents of the data streams. This talk detailed the commoditized tools and pipelines that Twitter has developed, and is developing, to regularly generate high quality, up-to-date embeddings and share them broadly across the company. Every day, hundreds of millions of new Tweets containing over 40 languages of ever-shifting vernacular flow through Twitter. Models that attempt to extract insight from this firehose of information must face the torrential covariate shift that is endemic to the Twitter platform. While regularly-retrained algorithms can maintain performance in the face of this shift, fixed model features that fail to represent new trends and tokens can quickly become stale, resulting in performance degradation. To mitigate this problem, Twitter employs learned features, or embedding models, that can efficiently represent the most relevant aspects of a data distribution. Sharing these embedding models across teams can also reduce redundancy and multiplicatively increase cross-team modeling productivity.

The remaining four presentations were “short talks”. First was a talk on “Recommender systems for machine learning pipelines”, presented by Raymond Wright on behalf of the co-authors Insorge Silva and Ilknur Kaynar-Kabul, all from the SAS Institute Inc, about enhancing the existing SAS Model Studio interactive workbench to recommend one or more pipelines to use for a new, unseen dataset based on metafeatures derived from the dataset, since novice users often struggle with how to build or select a pipeline. The pipelines typically include feature generation, feature selection, model building, ensembling, and selection of a champion model, and represents a reproducible machine learning process. Once a general-purpose recommender model has been built using data from a variety of domains, the hope is that one can then generate specialized recommender rules for domains such as insurance, credit risk, etc. The work is inspired by recent work in automated machine learning, such as AUTO-SKLEARN, with the variation that here they aim to select from among a finite set of existing pipelines that have been found generally useful among users of the workbench.

Next, was a paper on “Building a Reproducible Machine Learning Pipeline” by Peter Sugimara and Florian Hartl from Tala Co, a startup company. The objective here is to automate and abstract the process from idea to deploying a machine learning model in production—which includes many steps—from machine learning practitioners, in order to improve modeling speed and quality, and realize key benefits like reproducibility of results. The presentation described the framework, which is comprised of four main components—data, feature, scoring, and evaluation layers—which are themselves comprised of well-defined transformations. This enables exact replication of models, and the reuse of transformations across different models. As a result, the platform can dramatically increase the speed of both offline and online experimentation while also ensuring model reproducibility.

The third presentation was on “Knowledge Aggregation via Epsilon Model Spaces” by Neel Guha who presented work done while he was a student at Stanford University. This work tackles scenarios where the machine learning task is divided over multiple agents, where each agent learns a different task and/or learns from a different dataset, which is a situation that can occur in many practical applications. The Epsilon Model Spaces (EMS), framework that was presented learns a global model by aggregating local learnings performed by each agent. This approach forgoes sharing of data between agents, makes no assumptions on the distribution of data across agents, and requires minimal communication between agents. Experiments were performed on the MNIST dataset, providing a validation of the methods used for both shallow and deep aggregate models. EMS is among the first to lay out a general methodology for “combining” distinct models. The EMS approach could help in future by allowing the development of “libraries” of models that could act as building blocks when
learning new models.

The fourth talk was by Microsoft on “An Open Platform for Model Discoverability”, presented by Yasin Hajizadeh, on behalf of co-authors Vani Mandava and Amit Arora. Recognizing that the need to rapidly experiment, share and enable collaboration at scale between a fast-growing community of machine learning experts and domain experts has created an acute need for a platform for management, discoverability, and sharing of machine learning models, Microsoft has developed a novel cloud-based AI Gallery that enables data scientists and domain experts to seamlessly share and collaborate on machine learning solutions. While there are siloed systems that address this issue, there is no single comprehensive platform that addresses all these challenges. The Azure AI Gallery, https://gallery.azure.ai/models, provides a gallery of models, projects and solution templates for data scientists, application developers and model managers that works with local and cloud environments. The gallery currently has several ONNX models from https://onnx.ai and is expected to grow as more models are contributed.

5 Summary

The first community workshop on “Common Model Infrastructure”—informally referred to as the ModelCommons—held at KDD 2018, London, UK was, indeed, a success. There was significant industry presence among the speakers at the workshop as well as in the audience, indicating a strong industry interest in the topic, as well as the relevance of this topic area to practical applications. The workshop concluded with a panel of all presenters engaging in some question and answers with the audience, but also in a group discussion. First, it was felt that this is an important topic that should be continued in the future, including with a workshop at the next KDD Conference in Anchorage, Alaska in 2019. Indeed, the next meeting on this topic is sponsored by Baidu and will occur at the NIPS Expo on December 2, in conjunction with the NIPS 2018 Conference in Montreal, Canada. There was also a discussion of the appropriate venue for publication of full-length papers from this workshop. One idea was to request for a special issue of the new ACM Transactions on Data Science.

There was an important discussion on whether “Common Model Infrastructure” was sufficiently descriptive of the range of issues that fall under the “ML lifecycle”. There was agreement that a more descriptive term is needed that indicates coverage of the broad set of issues—some of which may be research while others may be infrastructural in nature—but the group did not discuss what the new description should be. Future workshop may well adopt a different name for this set of topics.
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